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BIBMOOMPHI
INTEODUGTIOl
Almost eveiJj iastitut loa has had its share of leaders
who have left their stamp or their iBfloence on the insti
tution and are remembered years afterward* This is true in
many fieMs.* and the field of religion is no exception.
Gatheliciea had 4te Atigaetine} I�utheraa4�a Imd its Lutherj
Calvtni�� Imd ite Calvtni and Methodisa had its Wesley,,.
American Methodism alee had a great and influential
leader in the person of Bishop Francis Asbury. However,
thie powerful leader is today almoet fe:i^otten. It is true
that hie name may be seen now and then on the stained ^Ia&b
window of a churchy or may apr.*ear in the^ na-ae of the church
itself, fhe sad part is that the majority of the people
know little or nothing of this great eaint and the impor
tant part he has flayed in the formation of their church.
Therefore,- it is the purpose of this �tady to aaice clear
the aa^or effect� of Asbwy's direct or indirect influence
upon the Methodist Ghurch ia Aiaeriea.
fhis study is ^justified by the reason of various
facts, first � the number of books written about, or con
taining references to Aebury, by those who knew hin^ are
very few. Second, while a few books have been written about
him as ti�e paesed, still books on Francis Asbiiry are sur-
2prtsingly limited* As a matter of fact* there are acarcely
two dozeii such hoo&s in the library of Aebury Theological
Seaijoary aad the sost receat of these was published in 1928.
third, while there are a few books about Asbury � they deal,
generally, with his whole life in a biographical sense and
are not primarily totereeted in discoirering and demonstratiE^
what effect hi� life had upon the Methodiet Church. Finally �
aiace the riee of Hberallem .and psychologf'^ there ie the
danger of ignoring or explaining away this early Methodiet
saint with hi� erangelistic ardor and disciplined holy life.
'fhis paper* then, was not meant to be ^Just another
biography of the saintly bishop. Instead, an attempt waa
made to eaMtiae some of the bases for Bishop Asbury* � in�
Xlueace and the, result� of his Influence in the Methodiat
Ohureh,
' In this stufly, the-re are at least two term� which
need some easplanatloa or d�fiaitlon� there is no die*
tinctioa mad� between the Methodist and the Methodist
Iplecopal Church, fhus, except where quoting others the
tera Methodiet is understood to aean the Methodist Epis
copal 0h�roh to which Aebtiry aiaistored and which evolvea
into the present day Methodist Chtjreh�
Another teria which needs to be defined is sanctifi-
cation. To different people this word means different
things. Sanctification as it is used ia this paper means
5satire saactificatien* It reftrs to an experience subsequent
to coaTersion in whicM the belieirer is cleansed from inbred
Sim -and t� � filled with
'
the ffoly'i^irit, fhe entrance into
the experience is iaetaataneous ^ust like conversion, but
after eatertag there is a continual growth. It is character-
i�tie of thi� experience that while the believer say a^^ear
to others to ^ow holier, the believer often becoaes saore
aware of his unchristlilce afctitudes and so with an ever
increasing desire longs to fee acre liJce Ghrlet, 8E�w�ver�
this does aot preclude each aa aspiration frota beiag- preceat
prior to a person' 0 purification, neither does it �eaa that
the sanctified person cannot �ia and fall froa grace* fhws
it can be �oncluded that it is ol�anains� filling, iMtaaa-
taaeotts as to cleaasiag, gradual growth in love* att&imhl�
ia this' life aad aaissabXe ia this life* It is --also synosy*
nous with C^istiaa perfection and holy living*
$0 analyse Aabury*� influence on the Methodlit Church,
this study hae been divided into three ma^or parts, fhe
first part descrlhes M,& early hackp^ound as aa aid ia 'an*
deretendlng hie perseaal traits.. aecond shows these
pmmxml fecaits and how they ir#re responsible , separately
or eolleetively, for^ the great iaflueace he had, TM third
part ia an investigation of the results of his iaflueace
upon Awerieaa MethodlSffl*
As has already heen mentioaed, the number of books
4about Aebuiy ar� surpri@i�gly few� Bone of these books deal
priiaarily with the eorrelation of his influence with the
organization, the theology, the social pi'acticee, and the
spirit or atmosphere of the Methodist Church in a cause and
effect manner, Jaaes Lewis' grancla Asbuxg-. H. m. BuBose's
fram^is Aeburar,. and W. P. Striefcland's TliB Pioneer Bishop
are chiefly biographical woifes which follow Asbury' s life
chronologically. In general, these worka draw largely from
Asbury* e Journal, but they afford a less interrupted and there
for� a more readable narrative. W� 0, iarrabee's bool% A^burg;
Sig Co,l.f.bfirerg. is eiieilar in its approach, but is condensed
jsome aince it contains brief biographies of a few of his co
workers also* Aaother boofe which deal� with a number of Bien
besides Asbury is J. B. Wakeley's Heroes o^ i^|y Ufthp"
di^^� Wakeley does not tjey to give a full biography of Asbury
or the others but relates anecdotes concerning thea whioh
illustrate their character.
In addition to the biographies and sketches which have
been mentioned, there are two other book� which are epecifi-
cally studies of Asbury' 6 pei-somlitj. 1. S. Tipple's
gyaacig A,sto|jtpr Ijhg i'-rophQt og tiie Lom- Eoad approaches its
Study froa the point of view of the Christian religion,
Herbert Asbxxry's 4 Peth,(a.d..i^t Saint is an attempt to portray
Asbury* s htuaan qualities, apart fron divine grace, from the
point of view of psycholosf. Also included in this book is
5mvLGh that tfi only distantly related to Ashnry* Hows^r, the
anthor�s theologioal hias did not prevent him froa observing
SOiat interesting faots whieh can be used in this paper,
A �ore positive biae of excessive praise, which may
nevertheless be true, is voiced in .the yraacj^^ � Atbuagy . Qen-
tennial .Addreegea by �rudge 1, logers and others*, fhese
are eulogies of the Bishop deli-?ered in -1916 and are helpful
in providing ststmaaries of his life work*
fhere are, : however, three books which are biographical
but are not divided into chronological periods* In these
books the contents are arranged aeoordtag to Aebury's various
qualities or areas of service. 5?hes� books, G. P. Maine*
yranci� Aebugr.* t, L, Duren's Franeis MI^MZ* �^ ^*
Carroll's Irancis Asbury 1^ the Making American Methodism.
include chapters on Aabury's human qualities and his ecm-
tributioas to lethodias* but they make no attempt to corre
late the two, lain*� book -is too brief to be of extensive
use, Buren gives the most complete presentation and ie
perhaps th# m�st helpful of the three. However, from the
title of Carroll* a book, one might assume that it deals with
the same probleai as this paper. But this is aot the case.
He does, of course, laeatioa some of Asbury* s contributions
but he also includes extraneous material. By doing this he
oftea diverges froa his purpose .
6Th0m various works are all worth wMle contributions
to the limited amo\mt of literature eoncerning this early
father of Methodi-sa. In general, they have had a broader
scope than this paper tried to cover. In other words, this
study made an attempt to take these broad over-all views and
bring the� into sharp focus ,on one specific area* that of
Asbury* 8 effect on the Methodist Church,
In this investigation primary sources have been care
fully studied and relied upon for final authority. Since
there az'e almost aa many interpretations of Asbury as
authoritative w>rks concerning him, the primary sources must
be the final guide, fhe primary sources used were Asbury' e
Jourjial and the Minutes ^f the Methodist Conferences Annua3i,ly
Held ig America. From 1775 to 1813 Inclusive. Besides these
primary sources a good number of authoritative secondary
sources were -studied. Herbert Asbury* s \ Methodist Saint ,
W, C, Barclay's two volumes on E^arly American Methodism
176,9-1844, from History ^Bierican Missions. W, G, Saeltzer's
Met^odjag OR the Headwaters of the Ohio, anfi various
histories and biographies by such noted aen as William
Warren Sweet, Abel Stevens, and W, P. Strickland were very
helpful in preparing thie study.
The following method of procedure was used. First,
a wide range of readinr vras done on Asbury* s life as a whole
noting eepecially his personal and official attributes and
7accompliehmeiits. fhese work�, with th� exception of Asbury* s
Joujpgg^, were secondary sources. Second, histories and
journals were used, S�e of these histories and joxirnals
were by men �fho had come in contact �i.%h the Bishop, Some of
the more recent hietorlee, however, draw their material from
Asbury �� own ^�mx;mX or the ^mimals of hie eonteaporaries,
Whes these were consulted their statements were coapared
with the primary eoureee when such sources were available.
Finally, the notes concerning Asbury' s attributes and
achievement e were studied ae they were related to each
other � The result� formed the substance of this paper.
CHAPfSS II
MBLl HFl OF FMSCIS ASBUST
The ptirpoee of this chapter is to give a brief
description of the Bishop's early life, fhe reason for.
this is to bring about a better understanding of Asbury* s
personality by presonting the factors which helped to form
that personality, Asbury 's hoae life, religion, education,
recreation, and trade are all discussed,
Francis Asbury was bom about four miles from
Birminsham, England on the twentieth or twenty-first of
August, 174.5# His parents were respectable and industrious
folks belonging to the middle class. He had one sister Sarah
who lived only a short time and whoae death led to the con
version of his aother. Sie then opened her hom� to religious
meetings and became very pious,
^ Francis' father, however,
was not as religiously inclined as his wife, but in spite of
this there was a strong religious atmosphere in the home.
That he had a religious upbringing is substantiated
by his own words as recorded in hie Journal,
Rev, Francis Asbury, Jourml of Rev. Francis Asbury.
Bishop of
'
thf . MethodlB t Spiscopal "Ohurcli (Hew York: featon
and Mains,"nT <i'� J, 'ti',
'
l'57,
p
Herbert Asbury, A Methodist Saint, 2^ Life of Bishop
Asbury (New York: Knopf7 1927) , p, 4-.
9. , ? I learaea from, hqt parent� a certain form of
worda for prayer* and I well remember lay mother
strongly tireed �y father to faslly reading and
prayer $ tshe singing of psalms was much practised
thea both, , * ,5
It is not too Strang� ttet Asbury' s early years were
lilted ia an atsoephere such as this when we learn of certain
events which took place. "When his aether was pregnant God
appeared to her in a vision and told her that her child . . ,
was destined to become a great religious leader and spread
the Gospel among the heathen � . As a result of the
iriston she started to train hla for this work' froa the time
he Was bora. Consequently, as an infant he had the Bible
read to him for on hour every day, while hywfcs were sung
ana priayers were prayed over hia for another, Signlfleaatly,
the Bible readings were usmaily of Old Testaaent horrors or
of the torment
�
of the cruclfiacion ia the Gospels and 'the
"
hymns which lulled him to sleep were of blood* pain, aM
death, 53ie significance of these facts lies in their effect
OA his persenality.
Besides religion^ another area of lssp�rtan�e in
Asbuiy, s^** P*
-^Ibld. i pp� 1, 2, �ie Information advanced in this
paragraph is not substantiated ia f. Asbury' s ..Jop?i^l nor in
any other book used in this stady, H, Asbury 'does' not reveal
the source for his assertSte,
10
A.sl>ury'a personality formation was th� area of learning,
H� had only about six and on� half to seven years of formal
schooling. This schooling was ended due to cruelty of the
6schoolniaster. This was enough, however, to give him a
good foundation in his mother tongue and to help him acquire
good study habits and a serious way of thinking which enabled
him to learn by himself,'*'
After being taken froa school, he stayed for about a
year with one of the wealthiest families in the parish but
they were quite ungodly and Asbury fell into vanity but not
8
open wickedness. He remained with thie family for a period
of some months during? which time he is thought to have
learned the courtesies and genteel habita which allowed him
to be at ease with the aristocracy as well as the common
Q
people of America.- When Asbury left this family he returned
to his home. He was then at the age of thirteen and a half
so he chose to be apprenticed out to learn a trade which he
"F, Asbury, cjLt , , II, 158,
7
'^Wade Crawford Barclay, MissjAnaiy Motivation and
gxpangion (Yol. I of Early teegieaa MethodXsia l?6^-l^IfTitet'" I of History of '^ethc^ &iisalons, 4- parts; 2 vols?
Kew Torkj The 'Eoaraof Miss'idns and Church lictension of
the Methodist Church, 19^9), p, 35.
Asbury, J^^tc, jglJI,
Horace M* IhiBose, Francis Asbury A BioCTaphical Study
(Nashville J Smith and Lamar, i^iS)7 p. '15T
11
practiced for six aod a half years* These people treated
hia well and made him feel like one of the faeily-^^ tont
there is no refereace �ade to the family naiae or to the type
of work that he dM,-^"^
With the mention of schooling and trade, the question
might arise as to what recreation and playmates he had,
Asbury has very little to say on either of these phases but
what little is said indicates that even in his early child
hood he was much more serious aM honest than most of the
other boys hia age due to his fear of hell and eternal
punishment. It is remarkable that he can say,
, , . from isy childhood I may say I have neither
"�dared an oath, nor hazarded.a.lJ.e," The love
of t^?uth is not natural, but the habit of telling
it I acquired very early} and so well was I taught,
that my conscience would never peimit me to swear
profanely. �'�'^
ThlB is not the only evidence of his sobriety, for Asbury,
writing in his later years, considered such things as rec-
�^^1, Asbury, loc, cit,
11
Rev, Alexander McCaine, a travelling companion to
Bishop Asbury in his later years claimed he was a button
maker. Bishop DiaJBose maintained he was a buckle maker. Dr�
Eara Squier Tipple, quoting from an Eiaglieh work, Briggs*s
Life of Asbury � said he was a blacksmith. From these
Tac^s X woula be inclined to think he probably made both
buttons and buckles, since they are somewhat similar, and to
discount the trade of a smithy. The facts were taken from
H. Asbury, A lethodj-st Sa|^, p. 8.
�^F, Asbury, ob. ext., II, 157,
12
reatioa as beiag israstaful. Ia, his Joyixmal he wrote: "My
foihle was the ordinary foible of children�a fondness for
15play," He then goes on to camsaent on his relatiaoships
with his playmates:
, � � but I abhorred mischief and wickedness, although
my mates were amongst the vilest of the vile for lying,
swearing, fighting, and whatever else boys of their
age and evil habits were likely to be guilty of!
from such society I often returned home uneasy and
melancholy; and altho^igh driven away by my better
principles, still I would return, hoping to find
happiness where I never found it. Sometises I was
much ridiculed, and called Methodist Fapson. because
my mother Invited any people who had tiie api^eai'ance
�f religion to her house. 1^
With such a serious nature as this which was largely the
result of his mother's teaching, it was only natuiral for
Asbury to seek the more spiritual things in life and this
15
is exactly what he did,
It was after he began his apprenticeship that he met
a man who, thoiigh not a Methodist, was instrumental in
bringing about Asbury 's conversion, Asbury then asked his
mother about the Sethodlst -sect and she spoke well of thea
and referred him to someone who could take him to one of
their meetings. On attending a Methodist service at
^^Ibid., II, 157, 158.
15
^H, Asbury, �0. ext., p. ?�
13
W�4jae@buiy� Asbury was auch impressed with th� spontaneity
and spirit he found there* It was only a short time until
he was oonTtrted and began to condtict meetings of his ovm.
Around the age of ssTenteea he becaiae a local preacher. He
reaiaiaed a local preacher for about five years* until 1?67,
fhen he was received into the Methodist circuit and became
a traveling preacher*
At the. Bristol Conference of Wesley*' s preachers in
August 7i 1771, Wesley asked for volunteers to serve as
missionaries in America. Francis Asbury and four others
volunteered and Asbury and Eichard Wright were selected*
They left England on September 4., 1771* and arrived at
Philadelphia on October 27,^'^
Asbury alone out of the eight missionaries sent by
IS
Wesley felt that America was to be his lifetime 30b.
Asbuiy, og. cit., I, 120, 121.
^''lllliaa farren Sweet, Mfn of ^eal. f^e gp^aancf g|;
Aagrlcan Methodist. Btfirminps (Hew lorlcPlSe I'tl'ngSon
'
Press ,
1^55i� p. 109.
"
-I Q
Altogether Wesley sent eight missionaries to America,
Joseph Pilaoor and Hichard Boardman arrived in October, 17^9
and left on January 2, 177** Francis Asbury and Richard
Wright arrived on October 27 � 1771 � and Wright went back to
England in 177^. Thomas Kankin and George Shadford arrived
in June 1773 and left in 1778, Martin Hodda and Jojaes
Dempster arrived in 177^ � but Hodda left before three ysars
were up and Dempster became a Presbyterian, See Men of Zeal.
p. 9*.
14
from Ag"bury*s Jourml 1� taken this passage whieh he wrote
ahoard ship enroute to AmeriGa.
. . . Ihlthsr as I going? fo the Hew World. What
to do? To gain honort So, if I know ay own heart.
To get money? Hos I as going to live to God and to
hring others so to do. . . , If God does not acknowl
edge me in Aiaerica, I will soon return to England*
. * .19
With this attitude then, Asbury entered upon his work
in the New World and was evidently sure that Sod had acknowl-
edged him because he never returned to England, The fact
tiiat he remained in America is in itself of great importance,
nevertheless, th� influence a man has and the work he gets
done depend largely on what the man is.
Therefore, having looked at Asbury' s early life and
haviaag seen some of the environmental forces which iaflueneed
him, such as home life, religion, education, playmates, and
trade, these must now be related to his personality traits.
Asbury, og# Git. , I, 12,
^^Sweet, o�, cit., p, 110,
CHMSS III
PSaSONAL TSAITB Of ASBOHT
In this chapter, Aehaspy's prominent personal
characteristics, many of which can be tx^aeed to his boyhood
experl.eace� , were examined as the seans of influence by
which he made his eontribution to American Methodism,
Sach person has a number of personal traite, some
strcKs^er than others to be sixre, and the summiia^ up of all
these �qualities deteriaiaes iiftoat' that person is. In this
respect, Aabury is no different than any other person. He
is not to be thougtefe . of as a deity or as being supernatural ,
but OB the other hand, we cannot ignore .what is probably
his strongest oharacteristie, that which tempers almost
all of his other thoughts and actions, his longing and
desiring for sanctification or purity of affections,. Herbert
Aabmy, in the Preface of hie book has this to say about its
, , , chief intei-est lies not in the Holy Ghost
but in the humn attributes of Francis Asbury, and
particularly in his passion for sanctification, and
the aiaaaing pertinacity with which he pursued it,
mdauntednby almost unbelievable mental and physical
tortures.
Such a statement errs in two wa^-'s. First, it fails to take
Herbert Asbxiry, A Mfthod,i^t Saint , The Life of Bishop
Asbury (Sew lorfc: Knopf ,""19'27) , Preface , p.~WlI,
16
into aceotmt the importance of th� Holy Spirit in ABhtiry�s
life. Second, it implies, falsely, that the Bishop pursued
hut never attained sanctification. However, in keeping with
the definition #et forth on page three of chapter one of
this study, a desire fer holiness was understood as that
longing which grows out of the exi>erience of sanctification
itself, and not that which precedes the mork. It is hoth a
wish to continue in and aa aspiration to- g� deeper in the
eacperienee of entire sanctification.
It is iacredlhie that a laan could maiatein such a
passion in the face of the h&rdships he encountered, Smm
of the typical hardshipe he faced throughout his life were
in connection with his traveling. Once when with a group on
the way to lentuclcy, he was forced to swim the Laurel fiiver '
three times ia two days, aM also rode hard all day in wet
clothes, A company of thirty-six men aade the return trip
due to the nearness of hostile Ijidlans on the east and
west frontier of the settlement, fhey started on their
ijouiwy determined to hrave all dangers. Bishop Asbuty was
extremeJ^ fatigued and had a terrible fever. He had to
borrow clothes to keep wama when he fell asleep on the cold
ground and was thus enabled to sleep four or five hours.
At the next stop he wouldn't sleep. Instead the Bishop
spent the night walking around the encaapsient in order to
watch the sentries. This he did partly out of fear of
17
Indians, but mostly because tie had noticed that the others
appeared to be sleepy.^
Another tour was undertaken by .Ashury when his con
stitution had been shaken by disease. Oyere3q)@s\ire and
overwork caused hia long seiges of inflamjaatory fever. With
this terrible
'
fever upon hia he rode, during this tour, six
thousand miles. -"^ But even as accoimts of hardship are seen
all through his Joy,p^l.. so are there inntjffierable references
made of his desire for holiness throughout his lifetime.
Quoted from his Journal on Tuesday, June 14, 1774-,
was one example which most clearly expressed this attitude,
% heart seems wholly devoted to God, and he
favotirs me \?ith power over all outward and inward
sin, Mj affections seem to be quite weaned froa
all terrestrial objects. Some people, If they felt
as I feel at present, would perhaps conclude they
were saved froa all indwelling sin, 0 my God, save
ae and keep ae evergr moment of ay life I fhe next
day my soul was tHjder heavy exercises, and much
troubled by manifold teaptations ; but still, all
ay care was cast on the Lord* I find it hurtful to
pore too much on ayaelf , II?rue� I should be daily
employed in the duty of self*eMuiaiaation, and strictly
attend both to my internal and external conduct, but,
at the same tiae, asy soul should steadily fix the eye
of faith on the blessed Jesus, my Mediator and Ad
vocate at the right hand �f th� eteimal Father.
*^Eev. Francis Asbury, Jourt^al of Rev, ggancis
Asbuyy, Bishop of - y;eth0;dl^t gp'^scopa|Tork": Ba'fon' 'aiid'*�ains , ia. d,')', II, l47-l$0 ,
"^W. P. Strickland, The Pioneer Blsitop; or the Life
^�^^ "^Ip^s gf Fr^ncig Asbuyy ( London t WesTeyan 'Conference
^ilTice, n.*^,), p. 27^
18
Lord, 'Crmse t^T fae� to shin� usoa m&-i aud siaks me
always joyful in thy salvation.
Besides this instance, there are ciany sore instances v/hich
substantiate the point made, for example, in the note
dated January 3� 17?5 Asbury rejoiced, \ . . Bless the Lord,
0 ye saints 1 Holiness is the elesent ofsy soul. My ear
nest tirayer is, that nothing contrary to holiness may live
in ae�" Again on Tuesday, August 3, 1790, he wrote "...
I want a closer walk with God} and to he more alone and in
prater." fhererore, having noted but a few examples, it
can easily be seen that one of Asbury' s main characteristics
lifas .'�.this almost intenBe longing for a more p'erfect life.
Perhaps, as an outgrowth of his desire �&-i!.'.-saniCt-Lfina
tion, or as a stimulation to it, was Asbury' s prayer life.
Mention was jnade of prayer in the two previous excerpts
from his Journal, but these references by no means indicate
the vast proportions of his prayer life. Besides spontaneous
prayer arising from difficulties, he also established prayer
habits. In Deceaber of 1776 Asbury stated his present plan
of devotions was to spend three hours every day in private
't, Asbury, og. cit. > 1, 114, 115�
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prayer*' At aaotber time Asbw?y set up seven speolfied
times fer prayer. A third plan used by Asbury was to pray
ten minutes out of each hour while traveling. In this plan
he tried to pray for each Methodist preacher in America by
nm@ every day. fhia practice was continued for several
ysars till it becaae impossible-, due to the increased atwher
of preachers*-' levertheless, ishlch ever cmae first, his
haMtual prayer life or his htingerlng for righteousness,
one thing is quite plain. Both of these probably had their
origin in the early religious training that Ashury received.
Another area which i^ows the influence of his early
training ts the field of eduoatioa. Perhaps one of the
greatest things Asbuiy got out of his early schooling was -
diligence. As he was diligent in prayer and holiness, so
he diligent la th� .realm of learning. Although he had
little schooling, by dlHeent study he learned to read Latin
and became proficient enough in Hebrew and Gre@k t.o be able
to read both OM and lew teirtasents in their original languages
'Ibld^.. p. 282.
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Also, the aaount of reediag he did, consideriug the aaotmt
of other work he had to do, was remarkable for he detsjMined
to read one htmdred ffages per day.**--^ Another effect his
early schooling had �n him was ia relation to the education
for the mtnistryii It is not strains that Asbury, who had
little foraal schooling hiaself, should feel this was not a
necessity* lathan iange, who, was well acquainted wi^th
Asbury, interpretied his attitude toward the formal education
of ministers ass
� Rpobably having beheld � the deleterious effsets
upon the Church by trusting to- le&raidg alone a�
the. qtualificat-ion for the ministry, and also seeing
the' disgusting pedantry of some who had a smattering
of tenwledge of the sciences, he aight have Imbibed
an undue prejudice against learning and a learned
atinistry, fearing that learning and deep piety were
aot easily associated in the , same man.. He had also
long been a witness to the deadening effects of a
lifeless t though learned miniatry, upon the interests
Of 'tepue religion, on the on� hand, and the enlivening
effects of a spiritual though unlearned ministry, on
the other? and he doubtless persuaded himself that
it was extremely difficult to pursue the one without
sa,crificii^- the other* � � .l^
While this passage deals chiefly with education, the
tone of it, and inferences dram froa it point to another
of Ashury's personal traits, huffillity. Huaility in Asbary
could possibly have come fr<Ma realisation of his own lack
Asbury, 0�. <jtit.* . I, 193*
^Sathan Bangs, I history of^ Methodist Epigc
Clhurch (Hew Tork: Carlton and Phillips, 1853), II, 413.
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Of schoolias* Aleo it was certainij a fruit of the Spirit.
fhe important thing was, it was characteristic of Ashury.
It is only fair, however , to adi. that he, llic� any other
normal person, had to be, on his guard and practice this
trait ��ontinuttlly. lvld.enees of thie can be seen in esecerpts
froa, his ^ourna|,� On .Sunday, July 10, 1774 he wrote:
... Sa,tan tess^ted me to-day to think much of say -
gifts. Alas! what poor creature� ire are; and to
what dangers we are eatposedl What are all our :
gifts, tmless they answer soae good purpose? tJn-
lese properly iapr<^vedi they neither m$Jm us holier
nor happier* We have nothing but what we have re
ceived j and� unless we are huable in the possession
of them, they only aake us more like devils, and
fflore fit for hell. � , � 15
He had previously written on Friday, May 13, 177''*-!
, ? . fhe next day some of mj friends were so unguarded
and ifflprudent as to coaajend me to ay face^ Satan,
ready for every advantage* seized Jhe opportunity
and assaulted m with seli-pleasing, self-eiEalting
ideas. But the Lord enabled me to discover the
danger, and the snare was broken. May he ever keep
me humble, and little, and mean in own eyes I 1^
fhat he was humble, and small in his omn eyes, ms evidenced
by his unselfish nature.
Uaselfishnss� was th� next trait of the Bishop that
was observed, for by this trait h� gave credence not only to
his feeling of saallness in GcA's eyes, but also to his
"^^F. Asbury, og. cit., I, 118.
^^Ibld>. PP. 110, 111,
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feeling of uaimportaaee in relation to Ills fellow man. To
take a positive view of the trait, it might be �ailed love
of his fellow man* fhis qmllty, lifee aost of th� others,
is not easily separated from his early experience. Also,
like most of the other characteristics, it has its place of
importance in his accomplishments, by giving rise to his
aissionary and hmanltaidaa nnderta&ings and again by winning
for him aany influential friends. Gsrtainly, it would be
hard:_fbr soae of th� poor preachers to oppose Asbury' s ideas
after he, out of his �alary of sixty-four dollars a year,
often" gave a portion to help support them. As a' maitor of
fact, he oftsn gave all the money he had to help them. He
even gave S, cloak at one time- and a watch' another that they
aight not want.'^^ Hevertheless, it was not with a view of
political gain that this aid was given but with a sineers
love of the brethren. Hor were they the only ones who
benefitted from his liberality. His parents also �wed Mm
stttch gratitude for he was constantly sending them as much
of his salaiy as possible. In a letter to thea in 1795*
he wrote t
... I have had considerable pain of mind from
infonaation received that the money was not paid,
I last evening made arrangement for a remittance
'^"IgfBored listorieal Character", Methodist Review.
C?I, (September, 1925), P. 703.
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to jon, ... I have sold my watch and library, and
would sell my shirts before you should want. I
have made a reserve for you, I spend very little
on 3By own account. My friends find me some clothing,
I'he contents of a small pair of saddle-bags will do
Another imstaaee of his graciousness to soaeone other than
a fellow itinerant was recorded in his Journal on Wednesday,
October 9, 17763
Having received a letter from Mrs. M, of Mld-
dle-Biver fleclt, requesting ae to go and preach a
funeral sermon at the burial of her sister, I set
out this morning in compliance with her request.
le found it a serious, awful seasont and after
all was over she offered ae some money; but being
in a place where I could receive lay six pounds
per quarter, which was sufficient for. keeping me
jjQ clothes ajad a horse, I thankfully refused to
tals� it. . � .17
And' so in instances life� these, we can see in Asbixry the
quality Of unselfishness or love of his neighbor, which
played so great a part in his contributions to Methodism.
Although Asbury was loving and kind, he never was
afraid to speak out against what he felt was wrong. Thus,
ia that he was no respecter of persons, he was following
the Lord's corosands. He was deteiwined not to be partial,
biased by soft wcrdsi not to fear any man even if he had
to be a beggar, fhat this was not jfust talk was shown by
�''"Striclcland, 0�. c^t., pp. 2'61, 262.
'^'^f, Asbury, o�. cit . , I, 202.
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his actions. On� example is fomd in his Journal dated Sun~
day, July 18, 1013s
. , . We put into a house at the Great Bend, and
"stopped to dine: here I lectured, sung, and
prayed with the poor Infidels in the house j soae
stared, soste Bailed, and sosae wept, fhe lady
asked me to call again as I passed: yes, ssadsoa,
on condition you will do two thlixgs", read your
Bible, and betaitee yourself to prayer. 19
He even carried this boMness into his dealings with groups
of people. When he grew dis.satisfied with tho Methodists
in Hew Torfe because they were too laa: in their discipline,
20
he proceeded to reprove thea* Also, when he was in
Philadelphia he proceeded to enforce Wesley's discipline
with characteristic severity. He wrote that he "Preached
to, the people with some sharpi^ss'' and "kept the door" at
the society'*aeeting� Many were offended because h� refused
to admit thea to the society^^jaeeting, but he would 'not allow
himself to be led by these "half-hearted Methodists'.'''
This account not only portray� his frankness, but alsc
gives us a glimpse of his authoritarian nature which played
a large part in his soverning the Church. Ho mtter how
dictatorially he acted, Asbu3^ never felt he was acting
19^'lb,^d. . Ill, *18.
I, 17, ^3f ^.
'Ib^f .. p. 28,
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�unjustly and this was probably beeause he felt he was only
using the authority �od itelant for him to have* He once
was forbidden to preach by an Episcopal preacher and
Asbury* s answer illustrates the idea of dirine , license when
he replied that he had authority from God to turn sinners
to God and Mth this he went on to preach and had the parson
for a hearer i� Whether or aot he was i|ustified in his
authorifetetaiii-! governing can be debated, but nothing can
be done about it now. One example of hor; he assumed com
plete authority In the actual working� of the Church without
it being vested in him by the Church can be seen in an inci
dent with Dr. Coke, Br, Coke was a bishop and had even aa
earlier clalia to the office than Francis, since Cofc� was
the mmx sent by Wesley to ordain Asbury a bishop, , Together
they wfer� to ordain the lay preachers in America ia order to
provide their members with the sacrajsents. But in spite of
Cote's seniority, Asbury did all the stationing of the
praachers and the conducting of ths business at Conferences
without so much as consulting Ur, Coke. Shis may be Justi
fiable since Dr. Cok� was fasiliar with neither the preachers
or their stations,^^ Asbury went so far as to draw up plans
pp. 54, 55.
g^e^Sgar^Q^.i^Mis|io^|ga||^Church Extension of the Methodist
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for Dr* G�k# for th� period of Boveaher 14 to December 24,
1784, soon after 'CA�'s arriml in Aseriea, by wMch Br,
Oofee was to travel a route of froa eight htindred to one
thousand Htiles after Asbury gave hia his colored servant and
borrswed aa excellent horse for him.-^^ low to enforce such
a trip on his eqtaal say sees rather presumptuous of Asbuiy
but it is iaterestlns and relevant to note that Br, Coke
dldn�t feel this way at all. Instead he wrote j "I exceed
ingly reverence Mr, Anbury; he has so much wiedoa axid consid
eration,, so auch meekness and lovei and undej* all this, though
hardly to he perceived, so much cosmandand authoritj^"^^
fo cit� another example of Aabuty's taking laatters
into his own hands, im said on Sovember 27, 1785 in his
. . .i Wm s&m time past, I had not been quit�
�atlBfled with the order and arras@ement of ouS?
form of discipline i and persuaded that it alght
be improved without difficulty, we accordingly
set about it, and during ay confinement in James
City, completed the work* arrazjgiag the subject-
aatter thereof under thexr proper heads, divisions,
and sections #26
Barclay gives a little acre definite idea as to the
way Asbury carried out his ideas:
. , . fbea in 1800 Whatcoat was elected to the
Sweet, cit., p. 163.
'F. Asbury, ��. ext., I, 503,
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epiaoopaey with �ull powers, Asburj did not recog
nize him as being on a parity with hiaself .
Ontil 1808, Asbury made all the annual appoint-
aents of preachers�practically without consultation
�decided all appeals froa Annual Conferencssi
exercised the power of veto on ordinations voted by
the Conferences! and until 1804 could unite any two
or more Annual Conferences or establish nmf Confer-
.en^es,27
Thus, Asbury ruled with an iron hand* Still, although he
did use his eoHjaand in a multitude of cases, it may be said
that Ao. the sa^jority of oases, he did not decide questions
arbitrarily -just to suit himself.
At the General Conference of 1792, his power to
station the preachers without their right to appeal was
sjuestioUied. Bishop Asbury was absent due to sictaiess and
13r� Coke presided. Asbury sent the following letter to the
Goafereaoe.
Sty Pear Brethren j��Let a^r absence give you no
pain�Dr. Coke presides. I am happily excused from
assisting to make laws by which myself am to be
governed t I have only to obey and execute. I am
bappy in the consideration that I never stationed
a preacher tl'irough enmity, or as a punisljment * I
have acted for the glory of God , the good of the
people, and to promote the usefulness of the
preachers. Are you sure, that, if jou please your
selves, the people will be as fully satisfied? fhey
often say, "Let us have such a preacher j" and some-
tiraes, "w� will not have such a preachei^~we will
sooner pay hl;� to stay at home.'* Perhaps I must say,
"his appeal forced him upon you. " I am one�ye are
many, i asa as willing to serve you as ever. I want
27
'^A. Stevens, ,HlQt;,pry of the Methodist Bp Iscopal
Church, II, 224, ci'tda""'by Barclay, ll,
"
3^6-'.
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not to sit in any man's way. I scorn to solicit
votes, I am a very trembling, poor creature to hear
praise or dispraise* Speak your sinde freely; bitt
reiaeaber, you are only raoJcing laws for the present
time 4 It may b�, that as in eorae other thinpjs, so
in this, a future day may give you further light,
I sm yours, &c, FRA.3fCIS 4SBUSI�28
f*tis letter and numerous other illustrations support the
elalsj. that Asbury' s primary motive behind his authority was
to render effective and efficient service and not to rule
tyrannically or arbitrarily,
TtlB introduced another facet of the Bishop's person
ality, namely ^^^^ of a disciplinarian* Sweet declare� that
Asbttry was a strict disciplinarian and that he loved good
order and insisted that all the regulations of Methodist
order should be carried out*^ Bevertheless, the discipline
he demanded of others was no more rigid than that whioh he
roijuired of himself, His concentration on discipline was
no doubt due to a sense of duty because on October 10, 1772,
John Wesley appointed hia as his general assistant- in
iaerica*^'^ 'Uuring the time of liis cosasission Asbiiry was
not^without opposition; Williams, one of the other Methodist
.,,�;,, Asbury, cit,, I^i 172, 173.
^*�we�t, ,9,it., � pp� 78, 112.
^^lAiccooic and Hutchinson, o�, cit,, p, 246,
Asbury, ^� V<"79'
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preachers, aad Ashuxw did not agre� on matters of policy and
method beoanse Wllliaas sheared .a "freedom of action that ran
Qonnter to Aebuiy'.s policy of exact adherence to Wesley's
prescribed rules for his .preaehere and societies* At one
time all the ambers of a society who wouldn't submit to
Atbury*e interpretation of the regulations were threatened
with eatpml-jeios*^^
� fhe soeleties, especially Hew lork and Philadelphia,
were dissatisfied with Asbury 'a strictness in regard to the
discipline so they contacted Wesley about it and asked him
to send an �jcperieaced disciplinarian to hring order to
American Methedism* Wesley then sent (Jeorge S-Jhadford and
fhomas lankia with Eankin .being appointed general assistant
to replace Asbury, laaicin arrived on Jtuae 1, 1?73, and
Asbury was Kuch relieved to tuam the ^ob over to him,^^
Much to the disMy of the disturbed societies, Eankin
was more eaphatle even than Asbuiy in his advocacy of strict
obedience and conformity to the rules, Furthenaore, he felt
that Hew lork and Philadelphia, where AsbU3!�^ had been lafeoris
were the only places in which proper attention had been g^vec
^^Barclay, o�, eJJ|. , I, 51#
Asbury, cjt, , p. ?9.
^^Ib3,d. , pp. 83, 84,
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to discipllae,^^ Th.@ fact tha^t Baiikin fotmd favorable con
ditions where Asbury coneeatrated his efforts, was an
indioati.oa of Asbury *� ability as a disciplinarian.
toother aspect of Asbury' s nature is the political s.
acumen whieh was th� deciding factor on rsiany of his accom-
plishaents. His insight was also one of the big differences
between him and lankis. Sanlcla had a strong loyalty to the
Church of England aad tried to raa&e others in America submit
hufflbly to it also, Asbury* on the other hand, saw the
growin'g- indexjendenoe in this religious society and realized
tttsfc perwanent separation would in tiae take place not only
here but in Sngland also,^^
One of Asbury* s biographers gives thifs account of the
differences between Asbury and Sankins
. , * he was no more stern than Francis Asbury,
but unlike Asbury he had no political sense; he
drove straight ahead with no regard for local con-
ditioas and clrcmstances, #iile Asbury manipulated
the Itinerants and the conferences as a political
boss manipulates the delegates to a convention.
He played preacher against preacher, and faction,
against faction, with slight concessions and com
promises about which he made a great to-do a^d in
consequence had his own way most of the time.-^'^
With this passage in mind then, it is easy to see why it was
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Asburj aad not Haiikin wlao gained both popnlarity and command.
After having presented Bishop Asbury* s practical
political sense, and not only this, but his disciplinary
outlook, hi� authoritarian nature, his franlcness, hii^ility,
generosity and his yearning for sanctification, it was then
possible to -examine his contribufcions to the Church, Bow-
ever, though these traits were described separately and
soae have a aiore iapsortant bearing on certain of his
accomplishaientB than others, it must be remembered that
actually they were not divorced fro-a eaoh other and did
not elagiy affect- his labors*
Q&kmR I�
ASBmi* B COMBIBTJflOHS fO THE GHiraCH
In th% pr�oedi�g efeapter the personality and oharacter
of Biekop kmhxxrj was analysed, fhe characteriBtics which
were examined ware those which caused him to be.adaired,
loTed� respectedt followed and obeyed* fhus hy hi� influence
he was responsible foi' jauch of the progress aad� by early
Methodism and for aaay features of Methodiea .which endure to
the present day, therefore, in this chapter hie various
eontributiona to the Methodist Church were set forth, fhey
were dealt with as they pertain to five broad areas, fhese
areas aret organisation, theology, ejEpaasion, .education,
aad-soeial issues* By the end of this chapter, the reader
should be able to clearly se� the importance of America's
first bishop In Methodist history*
I, 0RSA112ATI0S
Ferhaps on� of the most significant aad far reaching
achieveaents of .Asbury was to prevent a split among the early
Methodists. 5?hi8 split ^ae averted mainly by, Asbury 's acute
political insight and t&e power of prayer. .About a nonth
after a .conference at D�e.r Creek, Hartford County, Maryland,
in 1777 I Rankin went back to England and Asbury assumed the
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�uperintendeacy of Methodlsa in America, As sucli he was
against the sohism* whieh grew out of th� unwilllnsness of
the people of firginia and Maryland in 1779 to observe a
rule regarding ordiiiances or sacraments because it threatened
the Amex>ican MethodistSt
Actually the controversy had its origin aanj- years
earlier. However for about twenty months, from 1777-79, he
had to retire to Uelaware due to the Revolutionary War sind
fear on the part of soae that he might be a loyal subaect of
England, Due to this forced retirement, he was imable to
attend the Jieesburg Ooaference in 1778. iStill h& doaijiated
it. Here at the conference the controversy reached it�
ellBsax. 'fhe conference questioned whether or not the Metho
dist itinerants could adainistsr the sacraments for' at this
time none of them were ordained. Asbur^!', through his friends
who were in atteadence, aanaged to get action on the question
postponed,'^
Most of these friends were froa the northern areas
of MethodiM. where Asbury was fast becoiaing regarded as
�^Herbert Asbury, A Methodist Saint. Th& Life of Bishop
Asbury (New Torkj Inopf ,''1927>� pp. 99, 100.
William Warren Sweet, teii of Zeal, The Roaance of
j|l>iai->-4/>ny. gefcha(l�ia,tt. listgimi nga tSsw^ork: mTTbingdon Press,
1955)* PP� 1^1*7.
Asbury. op. cit. . pp. 121, 122.
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almost a salat. In one acconnt it is stated as follows:
Indeed, by the time the Leesburg confei^nce
begaa Asbury had beoose almost a dlYine figure
aiaong the northern Methodists, feey had been
tremendously impressed by his refusal to x^etum
to BnglAM with laitSein aM others of his country-
aen, and his constant quest for holiness, his -oity
and hi� MMts of asceticism, his sufTerings and
his seal ior the Methodist God, had caused'"many
to believe that "to his had been committed the
book of the law and tlje leaasra>3,ip of the hosts
to be,'* Ee Succeeded in winning all of th�
aorthei-n itinerants away from the idea of sepa
rating fron John Wesley and themselves admin
istering the sacraments, , , ^
But, although he was so revered in the lorth, Asbury
realiaed that .the issue was soon coming to a head and that
he had no such following, in the South, so he attempted to
prevent the apparent split. So* as political bojsaes hold
caucuses before nominatins conventions, Asbury on April 28,
1779 � held a meeting of the northern ministers and one
representive from the South, Williaat Watters, who was
sympathetic with hi�, the purpose of the aieeting was to
prep;are thea. for the Fluvanna Conference to l:^e held May 18,
1779* Only two or three delegates from the preparatory
�eetiag attended the conference at Fluvanna and so could
not prevail against the southeim faction who set up a pres-
5
bytery to administer the sacranents."^
^iM.,,pp. 122, 125.
%bid. . pp. 125-126.
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Sltli the split beeomiag a reality, Asbury gathered
the more aorthera preacher� together at Baltiaore in 1780
to talte action against it. In th� Conference of 1780 no
agreement could be reaehed on the terms of union, but a
eoattittee was appointed to go to the southern conference
in Virginia to try to get the South to suspend the proceedings
on oiHliaances for one year.'' In May of 1780 the coaaittee
iSofflposed of Asbury, Oarrettson, and Watters, proceeded to
thf. southern iEeetine at Kanakin -fown, firginia to talk over
reconciliation, but they seemed to get nowhere, Asbu:^
submitted a proposition that the administration of the
sacraments be fusgeaded for one year, and that the question
might he referred to Mr. Wesley and that all preachers were
to meet in Baltimore the aearb year for a General Conference
in 0J?d�r that a full aad tim.1 ad^ustaient of the whole
question could be made, fhis too was rejected. Asbury,
overwhelffied with sorrow � went to his lodging to pray.
latter� and Garrettson also resorted to prayer in the room
above the one in which the Conference urns sitting, ,Th�
ne^rt fflorning Asbi\ry rr^tumed to the Conference to take
Sweet, G2* P� l^?*
^W, P, Strickland, Pioneer Bishop; or |^ Life
ayid Times of gr&ficis Asbury' "Cl'ew Xork t
" '
Carlton an3(" "Porter
n. d.7� p, o^8.
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his leave. To his surprise he discovered that while he had
A
Deen at prayer the conference had reversed their dScision,
1?hus, after much anxiety on the pai't of the coToiBlttee, the
proposal was adopted and the preachers rejoiced, wept,
shouted, and praised God,^ In fact, the southern clergy not
only accepted the proposal but they voted to invite Asbury
"to ride through th� different eireuits and superintend the
10
work at large,"
A similar schism was greatly reduced in much the same
manner in 1?92, In the General Conference which met in
Baltimore on lovember 1 of that year, James 0'Kelly of
?irgin3.a made a radical proposal. He fumed that after the
preachers had been stationed by the bishop (Asbury), those
who felt they had been wronged by their appointaert should
have the right to appeal to the conference and give their
objections. If their objections were approved by the con
ference, th� bishop aust appoint them to a different circuit.
8
Rev. Francis Acbixry, Journal of Rev. I'x'ancls Asbury.
Bishop of the Methodist EplscQpal
'
Church {kew York: Eaton and
Maihs, n. 3 vols , ) , i', 56/.
^^reet, cit. * pp. iABf 149.
�^%illiaa Watters, A Short Accousft of the Christian
Sarperlence an^ Mlnisterial''''"^!^urs
'
of %lTIiam Watters
CAlexandria t �, SncJwiien,' 'ffidST, '"p. 81 , quoted by~fade Craw
ford Barclay. Missionary gotlvatlon and Sxpansion (Vol, I, of
larly ..,American"'ieiiodisi ITO^Ws fefl ^ 6'f "Iggtory of
Methodjate v..lssionit ^arts? 2 vols; Sew Tori- the Board of
'Missions and Church Extereion of the Methodist Chorch, 19^9,
p.. -SI.
After a heated debate, the aot ion was defeated by a
large majority, mentioned previously in the paper, Asbury
was not present at this t3,me and sent a letter explaining
his authority. But while the Eiotion did not carry, the
trouble was not over. 0,'Kelly had persuaded vJilliam Mc-
Sendree and several other preachers not to go to their ap-
pointiEsents. Kien A@bu3cy rode to the center of the trouble
and effected a temporary compromise. Finally all returned
to th� Church except one traveling preacher and sevex-al
local preachers and O'Selly hiaself. Of course these �^j^c}>.:.
preachers also drew away a number of their society raeabers
with them. But again, Asbury' a keen sense of practical
politics kept th� Bethodlst Church from a acre serious
division*
fhe second organiaational aspect of the Methodist
Church which Asbury influenced was the episcopacy, !Fwo
years after the controversy regarding the ordinances the
tenth Aamual Ooaference set on April 17* 1782, at Bills* s
Chapel, Sftisssx County � Virginia, and adJO'Uraed to meet in
Baltiao3?e on May 21, Here Asbury was unanimously chosen
"to act according to llr. Wesley's oriranal appDintment , and
�^�^J. I!. Buckley, A History of Methodists in th^ United
States (Vol. V of 2?he American Church History^erTes, 1^ vols
liiTork: T^e Chrlsltan tx-ierat%n?e 'Co. , 1396) ," pp. 281-28^.
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presxde over the American conference and the whole work,"
Ihe following jear this action received added weight.
In his letter to the American Conference dated October 5,
1783, W0sley-�-without formally reappointing Asbury�signified
hie aoproval of the Conference action in t:iese words, "I do
not- wish oxir Aserican brethren to receive any �preachers_7
who maJse any difficulty on receiving fra^c�|f .A,s,bury as the
general ass1stant i*'^^ So it, was that in a few years Asbuxy
was able to defeat an attempted heresy and to establish
himself onee again in a position of undisputed leadership.
However the following year, 178*, Wesley, recognizing
th� iadep0nd<mt spirit of th� Aiaericans and the need for an
ordained ..ministry to adalnister the eacraaients, found it
necessaacy to lay his hands on fhosaas Coke and consecrate
hi� a superintendent, Two others, Sichard lhatcoat and
Thomas Vasey, were then ordained presbyters by Wesley, Coke
and another friendly clergymen, James Creighton#
Colce, whatcoat aad "Vasey were then seat to America
with a letter from John Wesley to the American brethren in
which Wesley Justified his actions and recognised that the
�*"^i.inutes of the Methodist Conferences, Amually Held
in .Aaerioarfroi y77TTo-XBl3 . Inclusive ( l^ew lork: ianiel
HiSt" anii 'fh��as Ware , T5l5) � 1 , 37,
^^Kathan Bangs-, A H|.stQry of the Hethpdiat Episcopal
Church (^;ew lork: Carlton'*i53Phll lips, 1853) > I, 146.
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American Methodiists were freed from the authoritj of E^ngllsh
Hethodism, Also in this letter he appointed Asbury to be
ordained joint superintendent along with Co-:*;?.'^'^
However, Asbury, on hearing of Wesley's instructions,
sux^prised Dx. -Coke by refusing to be ordained unless chosen
unanimously by t'le preacher�. In this refusal, Asbury* s
wisdom of men and politics was again made clear* Hie re
fusal and th� resulting conference which gave- its manimous
consent to his ordination acooMiplished two things. First,
It aade certain the separation between Aaerteas and English
Stethodim. fhe American Ssthodiets were no longer ruled by
IS
Mr. Wesley but were now independent. Second, it set forth
the principle that the episcopacy, "is the ereation, and
Entirely sub^ject to the control and direction of th� General
Oonferenoe."'^^ As such it is elective and not appointive.
In addition to the preservation of the tmity of
Methodism aad the development of an auton�oUB deiuocratie
episcopacy, the Bishop was also responilble to a large degree
�"�^W. I. Carroll, francls Asbury in th� Making of Amer
ican gethodi-sm (Sew York: ^The Methodist Book Concern, 1923) ?
pp. 130*132,
''�William Iiarkin Duren, Francis Asbury gounder of
American lethodlaaa and Unofficial sflnister of StateTNew York:
^ke MacBiillan Cosipany , 1^287, pp. 160, 161.
�^^Seorge P. Mains, |^ran.<?i^ AjSbury (lew lorkt Eaton
and Mains, lf09)i'p. 58.
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for some of the other �ccle^slastioal organisations that were
adopted. ?l. G. Staeltser comment�;
Six main features rsarlced early American Kethodisa
as a new and distinctive ecclesiastical system, fhe
roots of the system lie in the methods evolved by
John lesley for his Societies in England. The adap
tation and development of the lesleyan pattern to
American life brought about the evolution of the
Aaerican Msthodist system. . , ,17
Bishop franeis Asbury was the architect of this s;-''8te?a
as he sought to Meet the needs of the Methodist raoveaaent in
America which was growing so rapidly. The six features of
lethodissi which grew out of the forty-five formative years
of Francis Asbury* s American ministry wers of great impor-
18tanCe .
She first of these, the Bishops, Ctee and Asbury,
felt was the forisation of classes and societies based on
Christian fellowship as an Intergral part of the Church's
worki
We have aade many I'-amarks in the course of our �Jork
on the necessity of christian fellowships but this
cannot be carried on to any coftsiderable advantage
without stated soleirm times of aseeffibling. The
meetings held for this purpose must have a name to ,q
distin^ish thea. We call ours Cless-fflestin'-^B. ..."
^^Wallace Guy Smeltser, aethodi::c on the Headwaters of
the C;?lo (Hashville: Parthenon i-'resd, i95TT, p," 5+^^
^^I,bi4.
�^^Thojnas Coke and Francis Hsbury, "Wotes", Section III
Band Societies, Digclgline, Tenth Sd# p. W;� quoted by Wade
Crawford Mreiay7T?oKeToMi the Hation (Vol. II of Early
American Methodisa 1769-131^; Part I of HlBtory of ^rfgTOdist
lisslons.
'
^ parts ;' H vols; I'^ew York: the "Board oT~MxsGxonB
and Gnurch Extension of the Methodist Chixrch, 19^9), p. 338.
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Ihe class accojrdlng to Barclay had a triple function.
3?o use his words s '?She threefold purpose of the Class was:
Chrietian fellowship; Christian witness through personal
testimony, collection of contrifcut ions. "'"^ fhe first classes
always raet in private homes at the preaching points of a
circuit. There were between eirht 3.mi twenty-five persons
in a class from which one was appointed class leader by the
circuit rider. As the classes* membership increased, the
circuit rider divided them, and appointed another class
leader. Ihm or raore classesi/jseeting in one place were
21
then called a society.
" To show the part taken by Asbury,
here are some examples; "He prsached in a private house in
whieb he formed a Class consisting of male members, fhe next
22
day he organiaed; a female Class." Besides the fornsing of
classes, he tried to meet as laany classes as possible on his
long tours. For exaBple;
... On Monday, Jme 29, 1795 � iJ5 Hew lork. he "began
meeting the women's classes." On Sunday, July 5,
in the afternoon, after assisting in th� sacrament �
"at the new church," he "met the black classes" aud
in the evening after preaching met two men's Classse.
The next day h� met nine Classes, and records, "I
have now spoken to most of the aeabers here, one by
Barclay, oo. cit*, II, 558,
�tlBxfaltzor, ox>* c^lt � , p. 183.
Strickland, 0�. ext., p. 68.
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one .
fimn it was bj actually participating in the foming
of classes mxd societies and by enforcing the systea asiong
other preachers as � part of Wesley's discipline that 4sbury
helped the Methodist Church to keep up with the expanding
frontier.
Th6 second feature whioh took its place in th� church
during this period is the Qttia*terly Meeting, fhis was a
meeting of all the classes and societies on a circuit which
lasted for two day� for the purpose of seeing to circuit
business and atoinistaring the sacraffleBts. They were occa
sion� �f great preaching attended by the circuit itinerants,
the local preachers in the societies, -and by the itinerants
of neighboring circuits. Bishop Asbury tried to get to as
many of these meetings as possible. There were four of these
24
meetings held each year on a circuit. According to Strick-^
land, before any conferences embracing all American Methodism
had been held, the business or temporal work of the Church
was transacted at a v^uarterly Meeting. At these meetings
problems were discussed relating to weekday preaching, the
administration of the sacraraents, -and other items of S5�''ll
"^^^P. 4abury, og. cit,, II, 269, 270, quoted by
Barclay, M*' M:^** iT; ;?457
24
Saeltzer, og. c^t. , pp. 5^, 55.
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importance* The Quarterij'- Hjeetings also stationed the
preachers.
However, the Quarterly Meetings theioieelves became
conferences. Barclay, in referring to a Quarterly Meetii^
mentioned in Asbury' s Journal for December 22, 1772, claims:
? . . This business session of the meeting consti
tuted the Quarterly Conference�the first, so far
as recorded in Aiaerica-�>and it held within itself
the germ of all the Conferences later developed,
District, Annual, aind General. 26
Barclay went on to explain the developaent of th� conference
in ths Church by .aayingj
Quarterly Conferences continued to be regularly
held but . * � their composition and functions, as
such, were not defined by the Christmas Conference
or by the Osneral Conference of 1792. Not until
1648 was a section specifically on the Quarterly
Conference incorporated into the Discipllne, al-^
though th� Qeaeral Conference of 1864 und'er the
duties of the Presiding Elder specified ttet he
was to call (k 4iuaa?terly GonfsrenceJ together, at
each CJuarterly Meeting. , � ^'
The Quarterly Meeting Conference, like the classes
and societies were not originated by Asbxiry, levertheless,
it was by Asbury' s example and insistence that these
gatherings were 'held regularly and according to prescribed
methods. In other words, once the Quarterly Meetings were
^^Strickland, og. cit., pp. 67, 68.
^Sarclay, ^g* SM.'* 359.
^^Ibid.
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started, Asbury kept them functioning as smoothly as possible,
partly by disciplinary action and partly by his personal in
fluence on the other preachers,
fhe presiding elder and the district are the third
of the six structures formed by the early Church. It grew
out of the method of furnishing the sacraments to the people.
After the ordained ministry was provided by the Christmas
Conference of 1784, Bishop Asbury arraiiged the circuits in
groups presided over by an ordained elder, fhe presiding
elder was supposed to be present at all Quarterly Meetings
28
of his group to admiaistex' the sacrs^ents. But beyond
this, th� presidirs^^ elder's duties were that of a sub-
Bishop to all the phases of the life and work of the church.
On September 24, 1812 in a letter to James 4uinn, a
presiding elder, Asbury saidj
. . � You will be eyes, ears, mouth, and wisdom,
from us to the people; and from the people to us.
lou will be in our stead, to supply our absence.
"fis order, 'tis system, �under God�that hath kept
ua from schisH, and heresy, and division, . ? .
Tou will be planning all the year. Tou will
collect all the inforaation you can for the super
intendents [BishopsJ, Know men and things well.
...
28
J^eltaer* cit. . p. 55>�
^^J. F. VIright, i^etchs of the Life and Labors of
James Quinn (Cincinnatit The Methodist Book Concern, 1351) i
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A more complete and definite liuting of their duties
was, set, forth in the General Conference of 1792. The
General Conference enxiaerated his duties as follows;
1� fo travel through his appointed DlGtrict.
2, In the absence of a Bishop, to take charp;e
of all the Elders, ]}eacons, traveling and Local
'
Preachers, and Exhorters la his District,
5, fo change, receive, or suspend Preachers in
his District during the intervals of the Conferences,
and in the absence of the Bishop,
4. In the absence of a Bishop, to preside in the
Conference of his District.
5. To be present, as far as practicable, at all
the iiuarterly lleetinssj and to call together at each
Quarterly Meeting all the Traveling and Local Preachers,
&�horters. Stewards and Leaders, of the Circuit, to
hear coKiplaints, and to receive Appeals.
6, To oversee the � spiritual and temporal business
of the Societies in his District.
?. To take care that every part of our Discipline
be enforced in his District.
8. , To attend the Bishop when present in his .
District; and to give him when absent all necessary
information, by letter, of the state of his District.-''
The increased authority o� the presiding elder over
the preachers and circuits under tlies resulted in the groups
of circuits being called presiding elder's districts. In
the appointroent lists, they are not referred to a� districts
until 1801,-^ but as early ae 1792 the General Conference
laentions them. This General Conference decided to call the
50
Lewis Curts, (ed,), fhe General Conferences of the
Methodist ^iscoTDal Church Frga I'^f^ io (Cincinnati}
Curts and Jennings, 1900) , pp. 6, 7,
XT
aaeltaer, loc. cit.
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annual meetings of one or more of these districts, "District
Conferences" to distinguish thea from the General Conference
which met quadrennially and embraced all the districts.
Before this tiae. District Conferences were feiraply referred
to as Conferences. The District Conferences vjere to be made
up of the preachers of "not fewer than three, nor raore than
-twelve" circuits. Furthermore the District CoJifarences were
to meet annually at the time appointed by the Bishop, and
follow a. formal order of business consisting of eighteen
questions to b� asked and answered,
After having examined the presiding elder and his
district, Asbury 's relationship to it was then indicated.
In the first place, Asbury inaugurated the plan to provide
constant and effective administration. In the second place,
he not only inaugurated the office � he was also responsible
for maintaining it. This aeant that he was responeible for
choosing the leaders of Methodism. In his choices he ex
hibited a remarkable ability to Judge men's characters and
his mistakes in judgesaent concerning this office were few.
In the third place, he fought to keep the office from be
coming elective. Duren states:
... If it had not been for the detersination of
Asbury this part of the Methodist plan of organization
would have met the fate of the Council. He valued
CurtB, OP, cit. , pp. 7, 8.
4?
the office �^etry highly, aad hia defense of it brought
on the bitterest contests of uis whole career, For
its maintenance and integrity he suffered more at
the hand� of his enemies than for all other thinjvS
combined* It was developed as an arm of tha epis
copacy, aad h� Imevt it� value as an asset in admin-
istration; but he also knew its potentiality for
evil, once it was wrested from episcopal control.
Hence, he fot^ht to prevent its being turned over
to those who did not share the supreme responsi
bility in administering the affairs of the church,
lest ite adJainistrativ� intention should be
defeated* 35
As a tribute to his success the presiding elder aM
the Distriet Conference resaain in the Methodist Church today.
However, in 1908, the presiding elder was given the new title
of district superintendent but in other respects he remains
�54
essentially the same.-^ In 1796, the District Conference,
also, had its name changed. It has since been known as the
Annual Conference .^^
fhe fourth in this series of changes was the Annual
Conference. Asbury had not been able to orgainize a system
for the stationing of Methodist itinerar-ts and locjal preachera
so Sankin tried to do this. He called thea all to a sieeting
in Philadelphia on July 14, 1773, and to be held annually
^%uren, eg. o;it. . p# 172.
^^Holan B* Harmon, The Org;anigation of tho Methodist
Church (second editionj Nashville ; 'ike Methodist Fublishinp;
House, 1953)* p. .31*
^^Ibid. . p. 142.
thereafter. This vra� one of ths forerunners of the Annual
CoafGrences.^^ Trom Saeltaer' S' book we find that:
� . � Ae th� ausber of Circuits aM Presiolnrc Elder's
Districts increased It becane necesuarj to group
the Districts for purposes of appointment of the
pre ichers and administration* Annual Conferences
were first set up as geographical units, in 1796.
By 1804, they had assumed their distinctive features
as being the self~contai�ed ecclesiastical units of
the Methodist Cijurch in which the preachers had
their membership, in which th� appointments were made,
and in which the work of the denomination had its
regional organisation. 57
Bishop Asbtiry presided over two hundred and twenty-
fdUr of these Annual Conferences in his preaching career.^�
The actual differentiation of the various conferences
is very difficult, partly because of their char!.p:ing nature
and partly because of the ineonsistant u�a;~e of the terius by
the early preachers, fo clarify tiie issue the following
observations may be helpful. First, the s-* 'hilarity of
Rankin's Conference in 1775 and the later Annual Conferences
was primrily due to their regular annual recurrence. How
ever, they were similar also in that their main task was the
stationing of the preachers. Second, the Conference of 1775
^^H� Asbury, 0�. cij^., pp. 84, 85,
(Seltzer, Iqp, elt.
'^^Francis Asbury Memorial Association, The Francis
Asbury Monyaent jln th^ Hatlon&l C/apital. (New York:Fetliodist' Book Concern, 1925; , p. 28.
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was similar also to tae General Conferences which developed
later in that they included all the preachers and all the
circuits then foiiaed in America and also in the respect
that they legislated for the entire raovement. Third, from
1786 to 1796 Annual Conferences were held taainly for legis
lation and administration of all the districts, Fourth,
durii^ the saae period, 1786- so 1796, District Conferences
were also hold to adsiniater th� sacraments and take care of
matters pertaining to a specific district. Since Asbury
usually scheduled his travels and these District Conferences,
he ms usually able to be present, therefore the preachers
could be stationed at the District as well as at the Annual
Conferences, flftu, th� expansion of Methodism ?-r;.ade it im
possible to maintain a Ghurchwide Conference every year so
from 1792 on they laet every four years. Thus they could no
longer be called an Annual Conference and becaiae kno�/n as the
General Confex'ence. Sia:th, after 1792 there was no body
called th� Annual Conference, therefore, the District Con
ferences which met once a year, adopted the name as their
own. After this brief clarification, 4sbury' s part in the
Annual Conference was easier to xinderstaiid.
In the Annual C'^nferenc� as in most of the other
confei-ences, Asbury presided, fhis entailed much planning
on his pauPt'. iPhen too, he had the respomiibility for the
stationing Of all the preachers, and in doing so he asked
50
no -one's advice. fMs laeant he had to know each preacher
very well. Asbury' s relation to the Annual Conference,
then, was not that of originator, nor primarily of defender.
Instead, he was more responsible for th� practical or
operational aspects of these conferences. Some excerpts
frcHB his Jpurnal aay illustrate, in part, the place he
filled in relation to this body. On Simday, April 25, 1780
:h� wrote, "... Spent sme time in private, and prepared
soae conditions for a partial reconciliation, in hopes to
bring on a real one in Virginia. . . ."^^ fhe following day
he recorded,./*^� made a plan for the appointment of the �
preachers, Beceived three epistles from th� Jerseys, solic
iting three or four preachers, . . . fhe petitioners I shall
hear with ver.]:'^,f^t;'\^ Again, on Eriday, September 31, 1792,
he coimented.
My sind has been so bent to the business of trie
conference, that I have slept but little this week,
Connecticut is supplied much to my ailM, several
very promising young men having been admitted to
,i?his conference, fhe societies are in harmony,
but not as lively as they ought to be, . . .^�^
Finally, on Monday, April 28, 1800, he stated, "I x-lsited,
and prepared for th� arrangement of the preachers at the
�^�"^F, Asbury, og. cit., I, 363.
^Ibid.
^�^Ibld. . It, 166,
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anaual Conference for another jear. . . Thus, by con
tinuing the Annual Conference for the stationing of preachers
and other business j Asbury has given to Methodism the Annual
Conference of the present day,
fhe General Conference is the fifth of the traits of
early Methodism, It la "the highest law-aalting body of the
denoffiiaation as a whole, At the Christmas Conference of
1734 no proTieiona had been made for another conference that
would assemble all the preachers? so Bishop Asbury increased
the number of group conferences to carry 'on the wori-r of the
Church, is � Methodlsat grew larger^' th�^ number of~ grdtlp 'SOja-
ferences became tinwieldy* Asbttry then s'&t up a Council to
govern but this was not lllced rmrf well so he called the
first General Conference at Baltimore on Hoveiaber 1, 1792*
Since then it has �.et quadrennially. Due to the continual
growth numerically and territorially, it soon became im
practical, if not impossible for all the preachers to oeet
at one tiae, Therefore, the General Conference of 1808
adopted a constitution, fhis constitution accepted the idea
suijgested W ^�sse Lee in 1792, that the future General
^^^Saeltaer* c|t,
^Md.t f.� 1X6.
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Conferences should be delegated or representative bodies.
According to Duren, Asburj's p;reatest contribution
to MethodlsBi was the delegated General Conference. Asbury.
was aware of the v;eaknesses of the Annual Conference as a
governing body. He sa?/ that a ma^jority vote could radically
Change the poli-^y, discipline, and doctrine of the Methodist
Church. As a result, Duren wrote:
* . � So, In his unobtrusive way, he set himself to
�s*tabli8h defenses for the fundaiiiental things of
Methodist teaching and practice. The delegated
General Conference, with constitutional restrictions,
' is largely hie oontt-ibution to that end.^
fhe last and final quality of this new bom church is
the circuit systsu. Each circuit was aiade up of "from
twelve to thirty^six preaching places, ministered to by one
to three preachers, traveling constantly from one to the
Other," ' fhe preachers who were more competent were
appointed heads of circuit, and the circuit� helped them,
�and froa thie they received no mean training in the school
of experience, fhe ispetUG In this movejaent ^as Bishop
Asbiiry. It is said of hiim:
In the forefront stood its great Leader, full of
the Spirit and of power, whose indoaitable will
caused' th� few preachers to circulate the aior�
^^Harmon, jr^, pp. 99 � 100.
IJwen, o|2. cit., p. 175.
^'^^leltEer, gr* Mi*> P*
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rapldlj to make up for the loos in their number.
Shortly after his arrival in Araerica Asbury noted
the tendency among th� Aiaerican preacherc to permit theui-
selves to uecoae localized. "My brethren," he said, "seem
umdlling to leave the cities, but I think I shall sho�/ them
4.0the way*" ^ He carried out his intention by forming a large
circuit around Bew York City. He also preached in log houses,
la oourthouse�, in prisons, tinder the trees, and at eace-
�utions. Hi� chief iaportance was the escample of tireless
itiaemcy he set up at the beginning of hie ministry in
America,^ SoiBe aiinisters, Pilaoor and Boardmem for example,
did not like his plan for endless itinerating but did not
lifee to oppose *'the measures of Mr. Wesley ''s delegate.
Asbury 's system of itinerating is stated by Smeltzer
as follows:
In the early days of Methodisja Francis Asbury
endeavored to visit each Circuit each ye<3x* He
continued this practice as long as it was possible,
thea, when th� rapidly expanding; work made this
Impossible I he visited each District annually.
Then, finally, after 1800, he visited each Annual
Conference each year. . . .52
^Memorial Association, og. ext., pp. 9, 10.
^^F, Asbury, 0�. cit. , I, 17,
^Sweet, �|>, �i|,. � p. Ill*
�^"'"Barclay, ��. cit., I, 27.
^^Smeltsser, o�. cit. , p. 44.
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Specific examples of Ms itinerating spirit are taken
froa different reliable sources. "Asburj resuBed his cease
less itinerating, begiimii^ on !fuesday by riding 'fifty miles
through frost and snow to Fairfax, firginia. '"�^�^
From December 1 to April 2 he made lew York the
center of his operations, although he was constantly
on the more (except when Incapacitated by illness),
preaching almost �very dray and frequently two or
WMle stationed at Philadelphia he did not concern hiaself
with the city aloa�. Prom the record la his Jouraal we find
he preached thirty sermons in Philadelphia, one each in
Chester, Bew Castle, Wilmington, Dela?/ars, and Manta Croek;
three times in Burlington, Greenwich, and Gloucester! four
in Hew Mills j five in fronton and seventeen in tmidentlfied
places such as "a friend's house", "under the jail wall",
"in the field", and "in th� country*', seventy one in all
over a period from April 2 to July 20, 1772.-^-^
fhe Gveswhelaing passion Asbury had for the circuit
system is witnessed to In the following pas sage i
fhey were all itln�%rajats; Asbury saw to tha%
but none ever itinerated as actiirely or as long as
did he himself. He enlarged the circuits froa
twenty-five or more appointments until the whole
country was covered by them. So far frora abating
'Barclay, ��, cit�, 99.
Ibid. . 58.
1. Asbury, Org;, cit., I, 26-36
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Ms Itinerating seal after he was raade bishop, he
esstended his aiaittal roionds so that they included
five thousand or six thousand miles of travel, on
horseback, mostly, by stage coach between cities,
by light carriage, whsn infirmities recjuix-ed, al
ways moving on the long road�cliaibing rou;;:h
moimtain paths, threading dim trails through pri
meval forests, swimiitiag riishing rivers where there
were no ferries or bridges, fording muddy creeEs�
he was the greatest of all the travelers whom the
G':,spel message or governaent or trad� interests eg
required to move to and fro in the widening land.-'^
During his foi>ty-five years of American ministry he
traveled all through the Colonies, through Canada and Maine
in the north, to the florida borders in th� south and beyond
the Ohio and fennessee to the unexplored v/eet. During this
time, he preached nearly seventeen thousand sermons, ordained
four thousand clergymen, and left behind hisi as evidence of
his work 695 preachers* flm membership rise from 516
laembsrs to 214* 255 was also evidence of his -worls:. He
traveled almost three hundred thousand miles at an aimual
rate of about six thousand ailes, and in one instance eight
thousand jailes."^
However, Asbury was not onlg- the Initiator and the
exemplar of the circuit system, he was also the head of the
system as long as he lived* As such, he changed the
preacher's appointments according to the needs of the Church
^^Sfiiorial Association, og. cit� � p. 9.
-'^IMl.. p, 2S, 29, and 54.
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as a whole aad not merely because of the whias of the
preachers. Fui'thersore , he kept hiaself informed at all
times of the wcrk over the whole coimection. This he did
by his annual rounds and by a voluminous correspondence of
over a thousand letters a year.
Due to his taiowledge of the men and the work, he would
usually plan his tjorlc ahead and have his appointments made
before tiae for Oonferencs to meet,^^ 'While some of hie
appointment� were xmdoubtedly poor, the wisdom of the ma^jor-
ity of his appointments was well affirmed by the results
they achieved. He Is praised highly for his ability to
select the rife-ht man for a job in this passsige by Buckleys
- In this early period of American Methodism the
consuiamate wisdom of francis Asbury, fully equal to
that displayed by John Wesley, in distributing men
of different gifts in suitable succession, was ex
hibited. A.fter a fev/ months under the influeno� of
an evangelist of quenchless seal a sound administrator
�?as placed over the society, and the evaii^elist sent
to a people where backsliding had occurred because
the eneisy had sown tares* So general ever stationed
his troops with greater, skill than k&huvj clisplayed
in the adjustment of ministerial supplies to the
infant societies. He laiew whom to trust, and, cease
lessly moving among th� people, aade changes without
regard to the limitation of time, composed feuds by
authority and counsels, rekindled dying interest or
quenched the flames of fanaticism, extricated a
brother from the consequences of his own ia-
prudence or delivered a society from the control
of an indiscreet administrator. 59
Duren, ck�, cit., p. 91.
'Buckley, 0�, cit . , p. 224.
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To Asbury, then, must go the credit for this source
of po?/8r in early Methodis�, the circuit system.
Thus, having examined the various ecclesiastical
features of Methodism which Ishury originated or upheld:
the episcopacy, the classes and societies, the Quarterly
Conference, the presiding elder and distriet, the Annual
Conference, the General Conference, and the circuit system,
the ifflportance of this man in relation to American Methodism
begins to appear.
II. THEOLOaX
fhe second area of the Church influenced by Bishop
Ashury was the theology of the Church,
While Kethodisa has never officially adapted any
systematic doctx^lnal statements or creeds, still she has
standards of doctrine. These stanclards are found in part
in "The Articles of Beligion*, ?^esley*s Bacplanp-toyy Notes
pn the %gtgtment . and Wesley's Standard Seraions. fhe
various doctrines contained in these works were not aeant
to be new doctrines, but merely a return to the oioctrines
of the Scripture. Ae such, they emphasized the estperiential
aspect of theology. Some of their more important doctrines
and emphases are: the slnfTil nature of man, repentance,
justification by faith in Christ, regeneration, adoption.
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the witness of the Spirit or assxirance, and sanctification.
This was not meant to include all of the doctrines, nor was
it meant to he an exhaustive treatment of anj one doctrine.
Instead it was meant to present a brief survey of the theolo
so that the influence Bishop Asbury had upon it might be
more clearly determined.
In determining his influence upon the theological
life of the Methodist Church, the absence of any original
contributions to the standards of theolofs^r must be noted.
As might be supposed, his theological system, as well as
that of American Methodism, was that of their founder, John
Wesley, Hevertheless, ite was not a blind follo?/er in his
theology any more than be was in his organiasation. fhis
fact is illustrated by the following passage:
It is Often insisted that Asbury ?fas theologically
dependent; but does such an assumption really ex
plain anything? Ko reasonable person can deny
Asbury' s indepscdence of spirit. It stood out in
his relations with both Dr. Coke and Mr. Wesley,
and it marked every act of his episcopal career.
... he expressed the belief that Mr, ?*csley viae
led "into seeming or real inconsistencies,'* be
cause he followed authorities rather than the
�iffiple values of his omn experience} aad he goes
on to �ay that he thinks "that reformers in all
ages have been exceedingly shackled by huraan
authorities" which had their validity in the con
ditions out of which they originated. It is
needless to aay that such a theory could not be
pressed too far, nor could It be mde a matter of
general practice in assigning value to Christian
literat.u^e; but it shows Asbury' s unwillingness
to accept anything as true which had not passed
throu�;h the alembic of his o^^n soul, . . .
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Enough had heen said to ahom that, whatever he
accepted froia felr, Wesley and those who collaborAted
with his in working out the Wesleyan system, he
accepted heoause it was approved by his ovm soul's
experience, and not because it had the approval of
Mr. 'Sesley. ,4 .
"
Thus, this illustration shms that Asbtory* s theology
was not an uncritical acceptance based upon his love for or
his dependence upon John Wesley. Instead, his theology was
intellectually received fros Wesley, critically evaluated,
and finally hammered out in the forge of his oi?m experience.
While nothing original was contributed by Asbury to
the theological thought of American Methodism, he did, on
the other hand, im&e several definite contributions to the
theological life of Methodism as a whole, especially in the
realm of applied or practical t!ieology.
One of Asbury 's contributions to theology was that
he kept the theology from becoming speculative, Thie was
primarily due to the fact that he was interested in dogma
only as it contributed to the winning of souls, To hia,
theolo^ must serve a practical pvirpose. Therefore, his
own theolc^y, bowa out of experience, was vital and active.
Ee expressed himself on thie matter by saying,
... I want to be moving on; if I rest a few days
I am tried: blessed be God, who thus eiabitters
inactive quiescence to me. I am impelled forward
Dviren, �it., pp� 129, 150.
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by desires of comfort for ayaelf, and sincere
wishes to he useful to the Church, and to the
world of sinners. ^1
His occupation, then, mth li-ring and active theology,
rather than fruitless speculation, led hiiJi to spread this
Methodist doctrine as ffir and as often as possib3e , This
was another contribution he aade. While there were? others
also involved in spreading the Wesleyan message of free
grace and full salvitlon before and after isbury's arrival
in Aaerica, still Asbury was more responsible for this dis
semination than they# This is true because, in addition
to spreading the doctrine by preaching, personal work and
personal @xaMpl& as they did, he was mainly responsible for
the highly effective itinerant method that was used to take
the truth even into frontier regions of America,
It was also Asbury' s task to exa?Tiine the preachers
at the Annual Conferences to prevent false doctrines fro'n
creeping into the Chiirch. Barclay relates this account of
an Annual Conference in 1792.
Third Say. A,ll were examined by the Bishop as to
their confession of faith and orthodoxy of doctrine;
two were found to be tending to Uiiitarianisin. The
Bishop requested all the menbers of the Conference
to bring forward as manj texts of Scripture as they
could recollect to prove the !:)ergonalit;y of the
Trinity, and especially that of the Holy Ghost. The
two preachers recanted their errors, .and were con-
T. Asbury, 0�. cit., I, 450.
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timed in fello^irsiiip. Biehop 4sl>ury preaclied from
Titus II. 1, 'But spealc thou the things that becoaie
sound doctrine!' ^2
On the surface* the preservation of the true Wesleyan the
ology might not seem a hard task. But the fact that the
preacher� of Ashury' s day had very little formal schooling
increased the difficulty. If educated seainary students
have difficulty Ib understanding theology, how much raore.
difficult would it have been for the early wnschooied
preaohei". However, it is true that tiie doctrine studied
in present day seaiinaries ia much more complex than that;
of ao0t of Asbury 's itinerants, fhe Methodist preacher of
Asbury' s tjjae concerned themselves mainly with the plain and
siiaple Bible timths which they bad verified by their ex
perience or accepted by faith on the authority of God's
revealed Word,
Often those who are vigorously evanselistic and preach
tim necessity of a crisis experience meet the critic who
claims that after the eaotions have subsided the person is
33iuch the same as before his experience. In other words,
the lives of many professing Christians are not Christlike,
Their lives belie their testimony. Asbusy made a contri-
Albert M. Shipp, The gi.story of Method!sia in South
Carolina (Kashville} Southern letEodist ^Publishing Souse,
iMiTTpp* 177 f, quoted by Barclay, op. cit., II, 579*
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button to Methodism bj reco�5nlzing that tendency and avoiding
it by making theology practical and effective. He did this
in various ways, ^irst, he demonstrated the reality of his
theology by his own holy life. He demonstrated the power
of prayer by his vigorous prayer life. Second, preachins
also gave hia many opportunities to show the relationship
of theology to everyday living. Third, by enforcins strict
discipline upon the societies and classes, the practical
aspect of theology was eaphasiaed.
While these foiar contributions are not entirely
separate fro� each other, they have been set forth sepa
rately for an academic presentation. In reality, there is
an interrelationship between them aad a degree of over
lapping' which makes tho separation of them artificial.
However, Asbury *s non-speculative attitude, his partici
pation in spreading the Wesleyan theology, his continual
examination of the preacher�, and his insistaaoe on disci
pline are real factors whioh gave theology a place of im
portance in the Methodist Church. Indeed it was theology
whieh determined the organisation which has already been
discussed and it was theology which detenained Asbury' s
contributions to th� areas of the church yet to be discussed-
expansion, education and social issues.
III. IXPAISION
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If Asbury* 0 tlieolo-gj was vital and active, as has
been *ated, it would seem only natural that he 'srould have
played a large part in the outreach of American Methodism,
Shis assuaption is bora out by the facts.
&4ttual �hureh expansion, first of all, was partly due
to the circuit system *ioh enabled the Church to follo\?
closely on the heels of the widening frontier. But one of
the other factors in the osqEJanslon of the Church, since the
circuit systea has been dealt with under organiBation, tos
the "old fashioned reviml". In th� frontier areas this was
aajiifetted in the camp jseetiag.
fhe results of Asbtt.ry�s toils on one circuit are des-
crlhed by Herbert Asbury who wotes ?�With the aid of the
local preachers and et^horters Asbtay kept his circuit in a
ftirore of religious easei^�at| and now laid the foundation
for the great Baltimore revival of 1789*"^^ This statement
�tght be misleading thou^ in understanding Asbury' s feeling
on this matter. Asbi^y differed from Baakin, who wanted to
put a stop tO' these revivals i In that he adopted, as vrith
other problems, a more political outlook, fhis can be seen
in, a passage taken froa 1. P* Strickland \Tho claiias that
H, Ael�iry, ^* ciif* . p. 88.
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Sanicln's OKPoettion to revivals
. . , was pro^tly mst by lebury, who, although he
conceded that some enthusiasm and esrtravagance might
occasionally exist in tiae of revival, yet deemed
it injudicious to animadvert with severity on those
exhibitions of passionate excitement Aich aore or
less accompany deep and lasting revivals of religion.
The friends of order, he thougiit, might well allow
a poor and guilty aortal to trenble before his God
under deep conviction for sin, and the people of
God to sing and shout when the Holy One of Israel
appears in power and grace among them. To be
hasty in plucking the tares islght endanger the
wheat. ^*
Asbury hiaself records in his Journals
I have no doubt but the work now carrying on is
genuine! yet there were some circumstances attending
it which I disliked�such as loud outcries, trem
blings, fallings, convulsions. But I am better
reconciled, sirase I read President Edwards on that
head, who observes, "That wherever these most appear
there is always the greatest and the deepest work."
fhere is another thing which has given me much
pain�the praying of several at one and the same
tirae. Soraetimes five or six, or more, have been
praying all at once, in several parts of the roora,
for distressed persons. Others were speaklns by
way of eichortations so that the assembly appeared
to be all in confusion, aad must seem to one at
a little distance, more like a drunken rabbi� than
the worshippers of G-od. I was afraid, this was
not doing all things in decency and order. Indeed
Br. Edwards defends this also. But yet I am not
satisfied concerning it, I had heard of it, but
never saw it till Sunday evening. But this is a
delicate point. It requires much wisdom to allay
the wild, and not damp the sacred fire. 65.
How this attitude was carried into the camp meeting
Strickland, 532. �it., p. 71,
Isbury, 02. cit., I, 216, 217.
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is Bhomn in this quotation?
. . ? Abwvxw w3ao was not over-fearful of innovations
if he believed they could be effectively used to
advance God's worfe was no friend of disorder. Shortly
after he became convinced that Camp Meetings could
be used, he gave attention to the developiaent of aeans
by which they could be brought under strict control.
. . .66
This organizing he proceeded to do and apparently with s<me
success. Charles A. Jolmson saids
On successive frontiers it passed through a
boisterous youth, characterized by a lack of plan-
ning, extrea� disorder, high-tension emotionalism,
bodily excitement, and some Immorality; it then
moved to a more formalized stage distinguished by
its planning, more effective audience raanagemont ,
and notable decline in excessive emotionalism.
In this institutional phase the meetings were smaller
in siae, an(3jhighly systematiaed as to frequency,
length, procedure of service * and location. 6?
Asbury expressed hi� approval of the camp meeting as
follows!
� � .we came in haste by Walsmith's mill, to
M*Srue'�* Caiap-msetins cofflaenced at Philip
Gatchell's on Friday. . , I spoke twice; then
auch faithful preaching, and we believe much
good dones fifty souls professed converting
grace. ... I rejoice to think there will be
perhaps four or five hundred camp-meetings this
year; may this year outdo.all forsser years in the
conversion of precious souls to God! Work, Lord,
Barclay, JSJsi* � 529.
^^"The frontier Camp Meetings Contemporary and His
torical Avproach, 1605-1840,*' Mi^sissi-ppi Valley Historical
Eeview, XXXVII (June 1, 1950), p. 98, quotedUn Barclay,
og. cit., II, 529 footnote.
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6S
for febine ovm. honour and glory I
Besidee the camp meeting Bishop Asbury was also in
terested in the mission progras which MethodisTn ^resented.
In fact, it was as a missionary that he cajse to Aaerica.
While he was acting as Bishop, the Chtirch was engaged in an
active aissionary endeavor. "Siis endeavor embraced three
fields of labor, th� Indians, foreign fields, and the new
Western territories.
Asbury* B Journal remarked concerning his Indian
policy!
We had white and red Indians at Catawba ; the
Doctor and layself both preached. I had some con
versation with thG chiefs of the Indians about
keeping up the school we have been endeavoring to
establish amongst the�. I asked for one of their
children} but the father would not give consent,
nor would the child come. , . .^9
Again he voices his opinions "... I wish to send an extra
preacher to the Waxsaws, to preach to the Catabaw Indians:
they have settled aaoagst the whites on a tract of country
twelve miles square.
""^
fiefereaee to the first foreign missionaries is found
in Barclay, fhese missionaries were appointed at the Con-
Asbury, Joixrnal. Ill, 28?,
^%bid.. II, 112,
"^^bid. . p. 49.
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ference which foraally established the Methodist Episcopal
Church with Francis Asbtiry and Thomas Coke as the first
Bishops, To quote Barclay:
At the Christmas Conference, 1784, Freeborn
Garrettson and James 0. Croawell "were set apart
especially for Hova Scotia" and Jeremiah Mmbert
"was ordained for the island of 4ntigua, in the
West Indies. "V . . 71
The final field of missions, that of the Western
territories, was the largest of the three. Records show that
during Asbury' s episcopacy, the following areas were touched:
OhiO| Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Missouri, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Georgia* Florida, Louisiana, and S-labama and
that "Asbury continued to infiltrate this vast territory with
Methodist preachers."''^
Although Asbury had not visited these new western
areas, he sent missionaries into them as soon as they were
opened for settlement in an effort to spread Methodism to
all white civilization. In 1787 ? six years after the first
scattering of settleciants in Ohio were fonted a Methodist
preacher followed. Methodisa reached the Mississippi first
about 1785 in the person of Captain Joseph Ogle, a local
preacher, suid after correspondence with him, Asbury widened
71' Barclay, ojd. cit,, I, 166.
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'^^H, Asbury, 0�# cit., pp. 216-219.
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his evangelical scheses to include the far ftest. Joseph
Lilliard was sent by him into Illinois in 1793. Then, in
1798, John Clark followed Lilliard at Asbury* s request and
hecaae the first man to preach west of the Mississippi,'''^
In sujaming up then, the part which Asbury played in
the expansion of Methodism, aside froia th� circuit system
and his own personal preaching and soul winning was largely
adiainistrative. 14; consisted mainly of his adoption of
practical methods of expansion which grew out of his faith
and vision, fhus, by his own missionary seal he awakened in
others a kindred spirit and sent them out to the whitened
harvest fields to sow and reap wherever there were men to
hear,
IT, EDUCATION
Even as Asbury* s theology gave rise to his efforts in
church expansion, so it gave rise to his educational emphasis.
Although he believed in the power of Sod to transform men' s
lives, he was also aware of the fact that after conversion
psople had need of Christian education, Ee also recognized
the need for Christian institutions of higher learning with
StandsiL.rds consistent with Christian living. The purpose of
Ibid. . pp. 216, 217.
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this section is to see what Asbury did to meet the educa
tional needs of ths people in his care.
Tiierefore, in addition to his leadership in other
areas, Asbury also took the lead with the idea of education.
Before the formal organisation of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in 1784, the eetablishraent of Ebenezer Academy in
socihesm - BranswiclE County, Virginia expressed his zeal for
education. A.lso the school's financial support rested heav
ily on his shoulders and caused him to lament that "people
in general care too little for the education of their
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children, '"^ Then again, he was co-founder, with Pr. Cok�,
of the first Methodist College, Gokesbury, and when it was
destroyed by fire, he labored and begged till he could erect
another. When thie was consumed in the same way, he projected
the scheme of Methodist Academies of which there were one
7S
hundred and thirteen by 1900,'^
Asbury seeas to have had some doubts about the need
for a college, however, for with the final destruction of
Cofeesbury, he wrote*
. , , Vtauld any man give me �10,000 per year to
do and suffer again what I have done for that house,
I would not do it. The Lord called not Mr, White-
P. Asbxiry, 02* cit. . II, 249, emoted by Barclay,
op. cit. , II, 401,
''^"Ignored Historical Character", op. cit., p. 705,
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field nor the Methodists to huild colleges. I wished
only for schools�Doctor Coke wanted a college. I
feel distressed at the loss of the library. 75
His plan for academiec was originated in May of 1790
during a -visit to th� West.^ fhe first one, named Bethel
AcadeEiy, ' was located about taree ailes f^:oa Vfilmore, Ken
tucky, Also Barclay claimed.
In 1791 Asbury drew up an elaborate plan for a
Churchwlde system of education which proposed the
establlshiaent of at least one school within the
bounds of each Conference, and prepared a prospectus,
in th� form of an address to the Church, recoTmnending
them. 78
To prove thia v;as not just an impulsive idea, the next year,
as he- was retting for a day at Edward Bromgoole's hoae in
Brunswick County, Yirglnia, he returned to his. plan and
drew up a constitution for such a conference school. Through
out his three volume Journal are references to schools which
were the outcome of this plan, proving it was not ^ust an
idea on paper, For example,
le have founded a seainary of learning called
Union School Jat tinioatown, Pa^ ? brother C. Con
way Is manae^er, who also has charge of the district:
this establlsbiiient is designed f@a? inctructlon in
''S. Ashury, 02. cit., II, 287.
'''^Jeepe Le^, Short History of the Methodists, p. 197,
quoted by Barclay, og. cit.. II. 40r,
'^^Borclay, 0�* �2>k<* ^2.
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grammax', laaguages, and the sciences,'
Tarious stateaients in Ashury' s Journal indicate, that
he had a care for the salvation of children as well as adults,
I felt deeply affected for the rising gen
eration. Having resolved to catechise the children
myself, I procured a Scripture catechism, and be
gan with brother Horton's? to this duty I purpose
to attend in every house where leisux"� and oppor-
timity may permit, 81
Asbury also emphasised his concern in his Hotes ogt
the Discipline of Js2SS�� ^� wrote:
The proper education of children is of exceeding
great mosent to the welfare of laanlcind. About one
half of the human race are under the age of sixteen,
and may be considered, the infants excepted, as
capable of instruction, fhe welfare of the states
and countries in which they live, and, what is in
finitely more, the salvation of their souls, do,
under the grace and providence of God, depend in ap
a considerable degree upon their education, � . ,
.However as early as 1779 the Minutes o� the .4fip.ual
Conference includes a directive concerning child instruction,�
fhere is no direct evidence that Asbury was responsible for
thie legislation but there is a possibility that he raised
F, Asbtiry, cit., II, 153.
^^Ibid.. Ill, 4.
^^Prancls Asbury and Thomas Golce, Hoteg to 1;h<e Bis-
cipline , Section Xlfl "Of the Instruction of' bhildren.*' As
quoted by Robert Emory, Hiatoyy of the Discipline of the
Methodist gpiscopal Churcti (Hew Xorki G. Lane and C7 B",
Tippet t, 1845J, p. 5l7.
8?
'�^Minutes of the Methodist Conferences, op. cU^, , p. 19,
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the questioa bringing it about, A more certain contribution
was his efstablishing the first Sunday-school in America at
the home of fhoiaas Gctashaw of Hanoirer County, Virginia in
1786 � Four years after this, Asbury records in his Journal
the fact that the Conference had decided to set up Sunday-
schools . ^5
Another present day institution of Meth^ism, the
Methodist Publishing House, wa.B also inaugurated by Asbury,
In Asbury 's day it was teown simply as the BooS: Concern, It
was set up 'in lew fork in May of 1789. John Dickens was the
first book steward and Aebtiry is thought to have prepared
hia to lead out in this undertsiking.�^ Although 1789 is the
accepted date for the establishing of thie agency, there is
sufficient evidence to show that it existed, at least unof*
ficially, before that time*
iQbert Williams was publishir^ Wesley's works for
profit and the Conference of 1773 declared he should cease.
From then on, publishing was only to be done with the approval
of the Conference, with the profits to go to all the preachers
instead of one,�'^ This is th� earliest evidence of publishing
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Buckley, og. jgit., p. 271.
^^W. Asbury, og. cit., II, 75.
36
Harmon, o^, cit-t P. 239.
87Minutes of the Methodist Conferences, o^. cit. . p. 6,
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hj a Methodist in America.
Soae time later, in April 1786, isbury raentioned "col
lecting money for th� books, aad inspecting the accoimts
of the Book Concern."
Again on December 22, 1787, he also referred to a
trip to Baltimore "to settle the Business of the Book Con
go
cern, and of the college." Shis was also the first year
in which the Discipline made rules conceiiains the printing
of books and the profits received since the ruling in 1775.^^
These few instances seem to indicate that prior to the
official organisation of the Boole Concern, books v/ere being
published aM sold.
But besides Initiating this Concern, Asbui^y also made
a very real contribution to it by leavinf.' to it an estate of
over two thousand dollars which he had inherited froa friends?^
Therefore, by erectinj]; colleges and academies, becin-
ning the Sunday-school, starting aad supporting the Book
Concern, Bishop Asbuicy has left a lasting mark on Methodism
in the area of education.
aa
, f, Asbtiry � �2. cit. . I, 511.
^^Eara Squier Tipple, The Heart of Asbtxry* s Journa3
(Sew York; fhe Methodist Book'Toncern, T^O*; , p. S5Fr~
~
^^Emory, o^. cit., p. 25*.
^�^f, Asbuiy, o�. cit. . Ill, 413,
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V. sociiL isr^uis
The final portion of this chapter will deal with t?.'o
of the main social issues of Asbury' s day, slavery and drunk-
eness. Here again his theology finds ezpresBlon in his atti
tudes and in his figtht against social sin.
In trancis Asbury' s tiae, ^ust as in our own, drunkeness
was being looked upon as a social evil by few and widely
practiced by maisy others. To Asbury, it was the prime curse
of America and he began a battle between the liquor traffic
and the Ohurch which continues up to the present time. Asbury
is, in a sense, the real father of prohibition. He began the
fight in 1780, twenty-four years before the birth of the
generally accepted father of prohibition, Heal Dow, who pro
cured in 1851 the passage of the Maine law. It is also of
interest to note that he began his attack twenty-eight years
before the first teaiperanee society was organised in Saratoga,
Sew Tork, Due to his efforts, th� Methodists were the first
denomination to link &od and prohibition together.
Under his supervision the following aimte was adopted:
"Question 25. we disapprove of the practice of distilling
grain into liquor? Shall we disown our friends who \?ill not
�H. Asbury, ojg. � P. 157.
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reaoimee th� psactic�? 4a0W�r* les,"'^'^
This Eiiuute contiuusd ia effect uatil 1783 at which
time it was .�haaged to a stponger wording* Dhis ruling
grew steadily mors �ever� imtil 1796 when it reached the
form which it retained until 1840.^^
However, Asbury could not enforce these rulings with
much effectivenesa. Local preaohere, exhorters, etnd soae-
tiaes even the traveling preachers themselves, besides the
laity Goas'tantly ignored the rules and aany were expelled,
Asbury fought hard to get rules passed against both the
distilling and retailini^ of liquor by local preachers and
eaehoafters, but wasn't suoGessfull till the year of his
death*^^
Hi� personal feelings can be seen in an eaccerpt from
Wi.� Jfjitmijal dated (Tuesday, Movemher 13 1 1790:
We came back to A-��'S| poor sinner. He was
hi^ly offended that we prayed so loud in his house.
He is a distiller of whisiy, and boasts of gaining
�500 per annim by the brewing of his poison. We
talked very plainly j and I told hia that it was of
necessity, and not of choice we "s^gje there; that I
feared the face of no omn* ... 96
^^USSSM M,. l^^|3iOd.jLst Gc>nferenc<^;S, op. cit, p. 26.
^H, Asbiiry, 0�. ext., pp. 14-5, 145.
^^Ibid. . pp. 139'-141.
Asbury, og. cit., II, 80,
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To aid him in this work he employed as lethodist ministers
several traveling teatperance exhorters. Axleyj Cartwright
and Finley were three of th� aost- noted. He also called
on statesman and politicians to aid in this cmxsade. Doctor
Benjaain Hush, who signed the Declaration of Independence
and helped found the college of aedicine that later became
the laedical school for the Uaiveraity of Pennsylvania, was
one of the most noted of these.
Although Asbury was strongly against intemperance ,
he felt that temperance should not be enforced by civil law
but should be taught by precept and example except for the
rules which he meant to apply only to Methodists.-^ Therefore:
By ooJipelling eonfereaces to enact rules against
spirituous liquors, by procuring the insertion �f a
prohibitory section in the first Methodist Discipline,
and by insisting upon a literal obedience to the gen
eral rule of the Wesleyan societies forbidding drams
except in case of illness, Asbury forced the itine
rants to aid him in his �aapaign. ... 99
�hue, while Asbury may have had little success in
stopping this evil, still it was Asbury who declared .war on
it. By doing so, he made the issue clear. Also, his per
sistence in the warfare kept the issue alive* Then too,
his, attempt to organize Methodism against this practice,
"^'H, Asbury, 02. o,^^ . , pp. 144-14^,
p. 147.
^^Ibid. . pp. 138, 139.
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which was itself tmorganized at the time, was a step forwaM
in the temperance movement. In other wosi-ds, it was his
aeager beginnings which snowballed into the actual reali
sation of the Prohibition era. It was his tireless efforts
that resulted in the modem counterpart Imown as the Board
of #�mperance of the Methodist Church,
However, another social evil that the Bishop faced
was that of slavery. This issue was even more disagreeable
to Asbury than drinking. From the beginning of his ministry
in America, he preached against it and gave the Hegroes
special attention* The first official Methodist policy on
slave holciinJI in the minutes of the Church was written by
Asbury and unanimously adopted in 1780 at the Baltimore
Conference �
But there came a dissension between the northern and
southern ffiethodists on this issue and the minutes over the
years indicate this by their recoi'd of nany changes of
varied degrees regarding it.
But legislation in the church was not his only weapon.
He also preached against it. In Tirginia, isbury was ordered
to stop preaching against it b,^* b� paid the crowd no heed
and preached both in Virginia and through tho Carolinas
Ibl^.. pp. 147, 1^.
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where the feeliags for slavery were highest. "^^"^
In addition, Asbury urged the itinerants to circulate
petitions for signatures to entreat state legislatures to
abolish or prohibit it. He circulated one in Tirginia and
even went to Mount Yernon, along with Boctor Coke, in a
vain attempt to get Geopge fashington's signatU3>e. This
was the first instance of th� Church to try to influence
legislation and gave rise to the Methodist lobbying organi
zation maintained in Washington*
Although Bishop Asbury fought vigorously against
slavery, he was not guilty, as some were, of oversimplifying
the issue. He recognized the difference between the real
or practical and the ideal. His ideal, his final goal was
complete abolition* but in practice h� often found it neees-
8S.ry to cosapromlse. Some excerpts from his Journal illustrate
this. For instance his ideal m&j be seen in this observation
by him,
, , . irs�� hath told some persons that she is
convinced, by ay means, that slavery is sinful.
I would say�-if so, move heaven with your prayers,
and earth with your counsels and solicitations;
and never rest till slavery is expelled from the
plantation. 103
^^^Ibid.. p. 150.
-"�^^Ibid.
10?^F. Asbury, cit., 11, 571.
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His practical approach, on the other hand, he expressed In
these words !
. . . Would not an amelioration in the condition
and treatment of slaves have produced more prac
tical good to the poor Africans, than any attempt
at their �ffi^ncipati.on? The state of society, un
happily, does' not "admit of this, , . 104
A demonstration of his practical treatment of the slavery
issue was when he moved that on� thousand copies of the
|3iscipl..l>3fl,e should he printed without the section prohihlting
slavery, These were to be used in South Carolina where the
state law would not allow the manumission of slaves. "^^^
Asbury*� part, then, in the fight against slavery,
was �Similar to his part in fighting the liquor problem.
Against both, he preached fearlessly and urged his itine
rants to do the same* Against both, he used Church legis
lation* In neither of them did he achieve extensive results.
Instead, hi� min-aecofflplishaent was the awakening of the
ooaamunity con^cioace on these issues. These practices had
become so eoraoi^lace that the people never considered them
to be wrong* Asbury' s attack on these social sins made
plain the moral and ethical igsues at stake and brought
conviction on many that practiced them, fhus, he was, in
104
IMS* I 298.
�'�^^Carroll, og. cit,, p. 215.
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the cases of slavery and liquor, like John the Bapist, only
the forerunner. In both cases, he began, in a small way,
movements which wei^e to culminate in two of the greatest
reforms America has ever had.
However, while there are many similarities between
his contributions to these two issues, there is also one
dissimilarity, I'hereae Francis Asbixry felt that political
compulsion should not be used in combatting drinJc, he did
not hesitate to use even this raeans in his anti-slavery
campaign.
In this chapter, an attempt was made to study the
various attainments of Bishop Francis Asbury as they per
tained to .the Methodist Church in Amorica. fhis study
was divided into five parts. One of thea� parts, theology
was seen to be the basis for the other fo\ir points. Asbury* a
theology determined th� organization he adopted. His
theology sent him out to win the world for Christ. Again
his theology led him to establish an educational system.
Finally, his attack upon the social Issues of slavery and
liquor was ths direct result of his theology which labeled
these things sin.
CfLA.PfiSE ?
SUIMABT AlCD GOmmBlOS
Though he is now looked upon as one of the foremost
religious leaders of his day hy tho^e who are acquainted
with hia, it was not until near the end of the Retrolutionaj^
War that francis Asbury established hiis.self fully in the con
fidence of his Aaerican brethren and found himself looi^ed
upon by all of them as their leader,-^ It has been said
that J
* . . Asbury 's decision to remain was one of the
most Bioaentous in the history of .ftiaerican Methodiem.
I-Md he returned to Englc-md, the Methodists in thie
country would have been left without an experfsenced
leader, and. � . the growth of the moveiaent would
ha-te been seriously retarded. ... 2
Because of his special place as leader of the Amerlean
Methodists, his endless adtivity, his fleiy zeal, and his
bold yet wars personality, Asbury was able to leave behind
him an iiameastarable amount of varied accoiaplishisients. Sm'aing
them up, they includes the preservation of the tinity of
lethodissi} the episcopacy of the Methodist Ghurchi the con-
. Warren^ Sweet , .mm #f 2^&ar^ ,l2^S�e 2lAmerican letfiodist ,Sep:iata|n^ (lew fori: Abxngdon Press,
W35)<, p. lie.
2
^Herbert Asbuiy, A IgthpdjpSt Saint . Life of Bishop
Asbury C^^ew lorfes Knopf, 1'95'^), p. "95^
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straction aad aiamtoistratioii of a sis featured ecceslastical
systea; the ea^aasioB of the church through revivals, camp
aeetiags, �id missioaary labors; the �stahlishiiig of a systes
of �ducation both secular and religious, including the Book
Concern. I aad the beginning of Ohurch action against alcoholic
beverages and slavery. Coapleting all this, it is easily
mderstood why it was said of hims
. � , Aliaost all of the important Methodist activ
ities, ineluding tife-publishiag and edxtcational
aovesteats and the far-reaching campaigns against
litu.or and slavery, now happily successful, were
projected by Asbury; he gave them form and impetus,
and sia�e his death they have escperlenced only
natural growth and development. He ms unque's-
tidnably th� greatest eecleslastieal organizer
this country has produced, and no �an has left
a more definite iajprint upon American religious
cultixr�..
'
He influenced the beliefs and directed the
worldly and spiritual lives of thousands in his
own tijse, and of millions who caiae after hlsa; and
te*day there Is scarcely a phase of oxar national
life that is not touched, and in �any instances
controlled, by the holy octopus which, he nurtured
during the most critical period of ite career. 5'
He died at the age of seventy-one on March 51, 1816.
He was proceeding to Baltimore to attend the General Con
ference when he succumbed while stopping at a friend's
4
house in Tirgiaia. i fitting conolusion then is found in
H, Asbury, og, cit., Preface, p. TII,
'Eev. Francis Asb-ury, Jotixnal csf Francis Asbury Bishop
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words written by W. Bacon, eminent Church historian:
?ery great is the debt that American Christi
anity owes to Francis isbury. It may reasonably
be doubted whether any one man, from the fo^Jnding
of the Church in America until now, has achieved
so much in the visible and traceable results of
his work, 5
Th� truth of such a statement has certainly been
verified by this study. But, in addition to concluding that
Asbury aade many significant contrlbutionc to Methodism, this
study has arrived at other conclusions. Also certain questions
have arisen as a restilt of this study.
In the light of this study and Bacon's statement, the
<|ttestion has arisen: Why has no other one fiian "achieved so
auch in the visible and traceable results of his work" in
Aaerican Methodisa? A complete answer, of course, can not
be given. Part of the answer no doubt lies in the fact that
Asbury lived in the day when American Methodism was Just
being fonsed. Then too, another factcxr was certainly
Asbtiry' s personal characteristics.
However in this Atomic Age as in Asbury' s 'Frontier
Age it is imperative that there be leadei^s in Methodism,
In drawing froEi the historical exaainatloa of Asbury' s
achieveaents in Methodism, in America, the followinp^ appli~
^Leonard Woolsy Bacon, A History of American Christi
anity (Vol* XIII of fhe .American Church History 'Series, ed,
Mflip Schaff and others. 13 vols.; Hew tork: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 190?), p. 200,
3^
cations can possibly b� aad� to contemporary Me-th.odlsa�
first, there is, perhaps, a need for leaders who will reor
ganise the Ohmrch around its primary task, evangelisia. Such
action would m^e organisation a aeans to an end and not an
end in itself* kt least the emphasis might be retiirned to
Isbury's eaphaeis on winning; souls, not in gaining numbers.
Second, theological leaders are needed today. 'She
Church might well be recalled to the doctrine of entire
sanctification by men and women who have experienced it in
their own lives. Shey aust show others that their theology
works by living it, Just lilce Asbury did. Like hi.a, they
need to have courage to stand for their convictions. There
is also a great lack of leaders whose theolosy manifests
itself in aeceticisffi, She asceticism referred to is not
that of a rsclus� but th� aacetieisa of a man who glories
in Sacrifice and service rather than in comfort and self-
seeking, fo such men, the big salaries of the large city
churches can not be compared to the ,joys of laboring and
suffering for Christ In the difficult places.
!r!iird, in the area of education the orthodox meahers
of the Methodist Church would probably welcome a leader who
coiild restore the balance of education and the Spirit-filled
life as the requirements for entering the ministry. Such a
restoration of Asbury' s dual emphasis would involve all sorts
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of difficulties but real leaders are claallenged, not fritthtened
by theai.
Finally, fearless prophets like Bishop Asbury should
lead the Church in the fight against the social sins of our
day. The Church is no longer leading the way against racial
segregation, instead, in many places it has become strangely
Silent where racial prejucice and hatred are concerned,
These are but a few of the areas where leaders
similar to Asbury could be effective in the Methodist CHurch
of today, fhey were suggested by the study which fotind in
Asbury high standards of leadership which few attain today.
In order to avoid ais-understandin , the conclusions
drawnwere not meant to imply that there are no competent
leaders at all in the Methodist Church. They were onlj meant
to suggest that more leaders like Asbury are needed, (Then
too, it was not th� conclusion of the study that a widespread
reforiaatiou or reorganization should be attempted within the
Methodist Church. Instead It merely mentioned a few areas
where leadership possibilities exist. The writer does not
pretend to know a sure cure for all the ills of Methodism and
his conclusions were only meant to present the results of a
comparison of the leadership practices of Asbury and con-
:^eniporary Methodism.
therefore, it is hoped that this thesis might bring
about a greater appreciation and knowledge of Asbury' s effect
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on the American Methodist Church, make clear the limited
number of leaders like him today, and inspire soiae to be
come the leaders of tomorrow.
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APPEHPIX
Sine� tiiis study was not a chronological approach to
Asbury' s life, the following chronological outline is pre
sented for those who are unfamiliar with his life in the
history of early Methodissa,
17^5. Francis Asbury born in Staffordshire, England,
August 20 or 21,
1759, Asbury converted at the age of thirteen and a half
years, 1
1759 to 1765. Served as apprentice to a harness maker.*
During this time he preached from three to five times
a week,?
1766, Traveled nine months in Staffordshire as supply for
William Orpe,
1767, 4dBiitted on trial in the Wesleyan connection, at the
Conference in London, August 18, and stationed in Bed
fordshire with Jaaes Glaebrook, who afterward came to
Aaerica as a Presbyterian preacher,
1768, Appointed to Colchester,
1769, Serves Bedfordshire with Richard Henderson. At the
Conference of this year Richard Boardman and Joseph
Duren seems to have confused Asbury' s awakening with
his conversion, Asbury stated "I was awakened before I was
fourteen years of age." In referring to his conversion, he
wrote, "I was then about fifteen; and yoxmg as I was, the
word of God soon made deep iaipressions on my heart, which
brought m� to Jssus Christ, who graciously ^xistified ay guilty
�oul through faith in his precious blood and soon showed me
the excellency and necessity of holiness." Taken from Sev,
francis .isbury. Journal of Eev, Francis Asbiiry. Bishop of the
Methodist Epiacopal Church (^ew Y'ork: Eaton and Mains , n, d.) ,
tl, 15S la<i 1,12(3, 121'.
2
As mentioned in footnote 11 on page 11, there is no
certainty as to the trade Asbury pursued.
%his statement is misleading, Asbury didn't begin
to preach until he was seventeen in the year 1762. Taken
from F. Asbwy, og. �it . , I, 121.
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Pilaoor were sent as missionaries to Ajierica.
1770. Appointed to Wiltshire, South, with <Tohn Catteraole,
1771. Asbury attends the Conference at Bristol and volun
teers for America, He and Richard Ysright were accepted
and sailed September 4-, landing in Philadelphia,
October 27, He befsan his itinerant career at once.
1772. On October 10, Asbury receives al letter from Mr.
Wesley appointing hia to "act as assistant" in America.
1775. fhoaas Sankin �nd .iSirorge Shadford arrive from England,
June 5. Bankin supersedes Asbuxy as assistant to Mr.
Wesley, The first American Conference met in Philadel
phia, July 14, with ten preachers present, isbury was
stationed in Baltimore with Sob^rt Strawbridge, Abram
Whitworth, and Joseph Xearbry.
177^*" Boardman and Pilsoor return to Inland. Asbury and
Eankin are stationed in Hew York and Philadelphia to
change every three �onthe.
1775� Asbury stationed ia Norfolk, Mr, "�v'esley � issues his
"Calm Address, "
1776, Asbury appointed to Baltimore, War troubles begin,
and Asbury is fined for preaching in Maryland,
1777. Rankin and Bodda leave Aaerica. Asbury given no
appolnteaent. His chaise is shot theough near Annapolis
in Marylsmd,
1778, On March 10, Asbury retires to the home of Judge White
in .Delaware. Judge White arrested on Suspicion of
harboring Tories, Shadford leaves America .
1779. Asbury �oatinues.at Judge White's. Calls a Conference
in Seat County, Delaware, ft.pril 18, and assxnaes con
trol of the Societies. His appointment for the next
year is "Delaware." The �ir�iaia preachers meet at
Brokenbaok church in f iuvanna County and vote to
ordain themselves,
1780. Slavery agitation begins, Asbxiry has become a citiaen
of Delaware and goes to Baltimore, April 22. At the
firginia Conference held in Manakintown, the ordinance
question is settled by the agreement to suspend the
a
Asbury gives as his appointment for the year, Korth-
haaptonshire , Taken froa F, Asbury, og;. fiit.. I, 121,
Horthhaiaptonshire and Bedfordshire may both refer to
the same place, Duren gives as his source for this infor
mation, "English ginutes. ITol. I, pp. 70, 75 1 85, 90, 98."
Taken fro� 1. L. I?uren'." grapcls Asbury Founder p� American
MethodlsiB and |lnofXlcial Minister of State (lew xork t The
Sacaill'an &apany, 192S) , p". 20 .
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ordiaanoes for one year. On September 16, Asbury
wrote Mr, Wesley stating the tei^s of agreement and
laaking appeal for relief. Asbury plans for a school,
1781. Asbuiy travels and preaches. Suspension of the
ordinances is continued.
1782, The Conference approves Asbu3?y as "general assistant,"
and he continues to travel.
1785. Peace with England declared. Asbury includes New York
in his travels.
1784, On Janua^ 24, Asbury receives a letter froia Mr, Wesley
asking him to act as general assistant. On November
14, Asbury meets Dr. Coke at Barrett's Chanel and learns
of Mr. ??esley's plan to ordain ministers and organize
the American Ch\irch. Asbury declines to be ordained
superintendent upon Mr. V^esley' s appointment unless
elected by the Ct,nferGnce, He is elected and ordained,
by the ?'Christmas Conference" held in Baltimore.
'fwelve elders and three deacons are ordained, and the
"fflinute" declaring loyalty to Mr. Weeley is adopted
by the Conference.
1785. Asbury begins his task of administration by holding
his first Conference at Green Hill's house, near
Louisburg, North Carolina. Cokesbury College founded.
1786, Asbury holds three Conferences and projects work in
Kentucky,
1787. Bishop Coke makes arbitary changes in the time of the
Conferences, and is required to give a certificate
that he will not take such liberty again.
1788. Seven Conferences are held. 4sbury �visits Georgia
and fennessee. Hevivals break out and the member
ship of the church grows rapidly.
1789. Eleven Conferences held. The Council composed of the
bishops and presiding elders holds its first session,
December 5, The "minute" regarding Mr. Wesley is
resclMed by the Conference. Bishop Asbury presents
resolutions to President Washington on behalf of the
Sew Tork Conference .
1790. James 0*Kelly opposes the Council and threatens Asbury.
Wesley and Whitefleld school In Georgia established.
Kentucky visited. The Council holds its second
session.
1791. Asbury extends the work into New England. Troubles
arise with Haiamett in Charleston. Mr. Wesley dies.
The Cotmcil suspended.
1792, First General Conference meets in Baltimore, 0'Kelly
champions a measure to give the right of appeal to
the Conference for a preacher who feels that his ap
pointment does him an in^jury. It is defeated. The
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office of presiding elder is established by action of
the General Conference. Union school in Pennsylvania
established, 0'Kelly withdraws from the church and
begins a bitter attack upon Asbury,
1793. Slight loss in th� membership resnlfcc from the 0*Kelly
troubles.
1794. Cokesbui'y school in Horth Carolina founded. Work
undertaken in Maine and New Hampshire.
1795. Judge White dies. Asbury ^oes into ?ermont. Cokes-
bury College burned, Merabership loss more than six
thousand,
1796. Second General Conference held. Effort to siake
presiding elders elective fails. Membership loss
continues,
1797. Bishops Coke and Asbury prepare notes on the Piscipllne.
Sbeneser school in tirgina established. 5 ISfei"? England
Conference organized.
1798. AsbU3?y viisifes Maine and New Hampshire. Yellow fever
scourge in coast cities.
1799. Tobias Gibson sent to Mississippi. Camp aeetings
inaugurated.
1600. fhlrd General Conference held. Richard Whatcoat
elected bishop Efforts to force emancipation of
slaves defeated, isbury thinks of rsippiins on
account of his health. Great revivals throughout
the church.
1801, South Carolina agitated on account of the Address of
the General Conference respecting slavery.
1802. Asbury travels constantly. His mother dies. The
chtirch has a year of great growth.
I8O3. Membership gain more than seventeen thousand, and
total membership passes one hundred thousand.
1804. Fourth General Conference meets. Conference boundaries
fixed. Missionaries are sent into Illinois.
I8O5, Year of normal development. Death takes some of best
preachers.
1806. Biehop Whatcoat dies, Louisiana entered. Asbury
wishes a called General Conference of seven members
fi'om each Conference to strengthen the episcopacy
and to provide for a regulsir delegated General Con
ference, but Virginia defeats the plan.
^ks iaentioned in footnote 74 on page 69, Sbenezer
school was established before the "Christmas Conference" of
1784. Cf . Halford Luccock and Paul Hutchinson, The Story of
JdethocLjam (Kew York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1926) , p. 562,
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1807. Asbury rides from Georgia to Hew Hampshire and back,
and westward to Kentucky.
1808. Fifth General Conference enacts law providing for a
delegated General Conference in the future, William
M'Kendree elected bishop. Upecial edition of the
Discipline leaving out t'le rule on slavery is au
thorized for use in South Carolina. Hai�ry Borsey
Gough dies,
1809. fhe excessive toll of travel begins to tell upon
Asbury, but he continues his way.
1810, Genesee Conference organized 'without direct authority
of the General Conference. Jesse Lee pxiblishes his
Illstory �f the ?jethodlsts.
1811, War with England begins. First delegated General
Conference meets in lew York. Lee, Shinn, and
Snethen lead fight for elective presiding eldership
but lose, Asbury desires leave to visit England, but
is dissuaded from doing so by the Conference.
1813. Asbury writes his will. Prepares valedictory to the
presiding elders. Greatest membership gain in the
history of the church,
1814. Asbury has a serious illness near Lumberton, Hew
Jersy, Bishop Coke dies on the waiy to establish a
mission in British India and is buried in the Indian
Ocean. Loss in membership due to the war with England,
1815* Asbtiry 'e strength fails, but he travels, distributes
tracts, and collects his "mite -subscription,"
1816, Asbury has serious illness in South Carolina, but
improves and continues his way toward Baltimore,
Preaches his last sermon in Elchmond, Virginia, March
24, and dies at the home of George Arnold near Fred~
ericksburg, March 31,�
'Ihe above outline in its entirety is taken from
Dtiren, ojg,. cit. , Preface, pp. viil-xiii.
